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What is Your Line in the Sand? 

What is your line in the sand? 

Copyright © 2010 Jews for the Preservation of Firearms Ownership. JPFO.org 

What will provoke you to use the Second Amendment to rebel against a government gone 

bad? 

JPFO offers these possible scenarios for you to consider.  

 

1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money? 

2) - How about Martial law? 

3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%? 

4) - Food shortages? 

5) - Losing your home? 

6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family? 

7) - Another tax increase? 

8) - Fraudulent elections? 

9) - You realize you have nothing to lose? 

10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America 

11) - Your religion is attacked by government. 

12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless person(s) 

13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism. 

14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life. 

Please take this latest survey anonymously and tell the world what your line in the sand is. 

When does the Second Amendment become your tool of choice for rebellion to bring back a 

Bill of Rights culture to America? 

Think carefully and thoughtfully. This could be the most important question you have ever 

asked yourself. Your life may depend upon your answer. Please share your message for 

liberty that can be heard throughout every nook and cranny of America. Thank you. 

 

Get an aggressive defense of your Second Amendment rights, team up with JPFO today! 
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Response 

Count

  604

  answered question 604

  skipped question 0

Response Text

1 any and all of the above will bring me to armed revolt. Aug 23, 2010 11:03 PM

2 when the means to resist are removed.
http://blog.joehuffman.org/2004/12/15/JustOneQuestion.aspx

Aug 23, 2010 11:14 PM

3 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 Aug 23, 2010 11:14 PM

4 U N small arms treaty becomes law in America Aug 23, 2010 11:19 PM

5 My line has already been crossed; so often that the former line is obscured, from
being trodden upon so very much.  I am waiting for those folks, who will not act
upon principle nor upon the depredations suffered by others, but who will act only
when their ox is gored to realize that the line they have been guarding has
become the front line as those further out have been wiped away.

Until folks realize that having someone in line ahead of you does not make you
safe we can only wait.  If I act alone I will sure fail and I will sure die.

Aug 23, 2010 11:19 PM

6 1,2,6,8,10,11 Aug 23, 2010 11:19 PM

7 1. 6. 8. 10. 12. Aug 23, 2010 11:20 PM

8 ANY suspension of natural rights as set forth in the Declaration of Independence
and the Bill of Rights.

Aug 23, 2010 11:20 PM

9 i'm ready now Aug 23, 2010 11:21 PM

10 All or any of the above Aug 23, 2010 11:21 PM

11 Howdy.
my line in the sand has ALREADY been reached.
i am just waitng for the November election to be CANCALLED due to the
KENYAN FRAUD and his bunch of MARXIST DECLARING  Martial Law ..
so  WE THE PEOPLE can act and be in the RIGHT UNDER THE
CONSTITUTION.
Sempert Fi.
Jim.

Aug 23, 2010 11:21 PM

12 Brutality by government agents against me and my family would set me off.

We're not far from a full blown wild fire. I'm just waiting for the spark.

Aug 23, 2010 11:21 PM

13 #2 is the key. It is necessary in order to implement #'s 1,4,8,10, at that point
discusion is over: we go to guns.Think globally act locally. Individual citizens
cannot affect the ruling elite but can influence their satraps at the local level. The
rest of the choices either are already fact:#'s ,6,11,14 or inconsequential:  #'s 7,13
or inevitable # 3. #9 is the result of a compilation of the foregoing. If you do the job
right you may last 72 hours, maybe not: TAKE ONE WITH YOU!

Aug 23, 2010 11:22 PM

14 You realize you have nothing to lose? Aug 23, 2010 11:22 PM

15 I'm ready anytime now for reasons already obvious to me that have made liberty
scarce.

Aug 23, 2010 11:23 PM

16 #8. It's getting close to the time to start shooting the bastards! Aug 23, 2010 11:23 PM
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17 Point by Point...
1) I have lost all my money.  The banks and mortgage companies have taken it
all.
2) Martial law will be the point true Patriots go underground.  Hiding in plain sight
during the day, and conducting their maneuvers at night.
3) Social Security and Medicare will not exist by the time I reach what would then
be retirement age.
4) Ah, for the love of a good steak I might take some serious action.  Wait, didn't I
see a cow back there?
5) Lost my home.  See #1 above.....
6) The thugs have no reason to come get me at the moment.  God help them
should they decide to.
7) Tax increases are part of the plan to keep us separated. Not race, but money is
the true divider of men.
8) All elections are already fraudulent.  You have looked at our government lately?
9) I have nothing to lose other than my family and my dignity.  Hell will have a
special place for anyone taking those.
10) The U.N. treaty is being worked in on the US side ways and through the back
door.  Look at the recent attempts to ban lead ammo.  Stock up now.....
11) My religion is my own and can not be attacked.  My God and I have that
understanding.
12) Squatters? I hope they can do dishes.  Or they shall have to build the barn
they will sleep in.
13) The IRS should only scare people with assets.  They could jail me for having
nothing I suppose???
14) Public schools already enlist the DARE program.

So I have looked at each question, but have not answered the main question.
What is my line in the sand?  I think many of us are already carrying as much
straw as we can yet we know our masters are going to throw more on us.  We are
all waiting for that final straw.  
My line shall be rationing...  Whether it be food, or fuel.  They are already rationing
thoughts, just turn on the TV for one day and you will notice.  There is no real
news in the US about the US.  You must look outside the Box.  But my freedom to
feed my family, or to come and go as I please in my own Country.
They might bend me, they might even break my body, but my spirit shall stay ever
vigilant to the cause of restoring America to her Glory.  Small governments, lots of
personal freedoms, and the ability for me to tell my neighbor he is a dumb ass and
not get sued.  Spanking should be re-instituted in our learning establishments.
Perhaps even for the adults not smart enough to spank their own children when
they need it.
Enough....  MOLON LABE

Aug 23, 2010 11:23 PM

18 I am 61 years old, been free (even now) all my life, so any of the above, or
combination thereof, will be all I need.

Aug 23, 2010 11:24 PM

19 2) - How about Martial law?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

Aug 23, 2010 11:24 PM

20 closing of the banks and freezing my money Aug 23, 2010 11:26 PM

21 15) Installing sharia law as the law of the nation. Aug 23, 2010 11:26 PM

22 Practically anyone of these but an all out attack on the Second Amendment would
immediately trigger mr armed response.

Aug 23, 2010 11:26 PM
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23 Any and all of the above.......... ."It is better to die on your feet than live on your
knee's" -Emiliano Zapata Salazar       "Guard with jealous attention the public
liberty. Suspect everyone who approaches that jewel. Unfortunately, nothing will
preserve it but downright force. Whenever you give up that force, you are
ruined...The great object is that every man be armed. Everyone who is able might
have a gun."~Patrick Henry

Experience hath shown, that even under the best forms of government those
entrusted with power have, in time, and by slow operations, perverted it into
tyranny.~~Thomas Jefferson

Aug 23, 2010 11:27 PM

24 You forgot one...#15 Canceling elections.

1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?
4) - Food shortages?
5) - Losing your home?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
7) - Another tax increase?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

Aug 23, 2010 11:27 PM

25 The following things will cause an automatic 2nd Amendment response: 1, 2, 6, 8,
10, 11, 12, 14

The following may (or may not) depending on circumstances:  4, 5, 7, 9, 13

Aug 23, 2010 11:28 PM

26 2, 10, 12, 13, 14. Aug 23, 2010 11:28 PM

27 If #2, 6, 8, 10, and 11 happen at the same time. Aug 23, 2010 11:29 PM

28 keep it up. Aug 23, 2010 11:29 PM

29 U.N. small arms treaty,Martial law,Losing home and land,Fraudulant
elections,Public schools trying to get kids to tell..Not nessecarily in that order....

Aug 23, 2010 11:29 PM

30 I will be prepared to exercise my Second Amendment rights when our government
is taken over by politicians that have no regard for our Constitution and the rule of
law.  When laws are enacted that are oppressive and in direct violation of the
Constitution Americans must be prepared to act.  The Tree of Liberty is already in
need of refreshing.

Aug 23, 2010 11:29 PM

31 No particular order:
*Martial Law
*Food Shortages
*Gov't Brutality
*UN Small Arms Treaty
*Religion is attacked
*Gov't usurps my home
*IRS audit for activism

Aug 23, 2010 11:30 PM

32 UN small arms treaty Aug 23, 2010 11:31 PM

33 It might be any or all of them. None of us really knows until we are confronted by
them. We have already allowed ourselves to be shackled by so much. Rather
than wait for this "line in the sand," perhaps more folks should look toward
divesting themselves of these previous indignities and violations. Good practice
for when the crunch finally comes.

Aug 23, 2010 11:31 PM

34 How about Martial law Aug 23, 2010 11:32 PM
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35 I think all of the above! Aug 23, 2010 11:32 PM

36 Much of this is happening now. Martial law and freezing of money. Then my family
is outa here.

Aug 23, 2010 11:33 PM

37 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 14. Just a couple of years ago this survey would seem a
little strange. Not any more.

Aug 23, 2010 11:33 PM

38 I will use my Second Amendment rights to defend and protect my family and all
those who support the
Constitution when the UN small arms treaty becomes law in America. This is my
line in the sand so
help me God.

Aug 23, 2010 11:33 PM

39 All except #9. It is by having something to lose that I would draw my line... not
after having lost it.

Aug 23, 2010 11:34 PM

40 "Please take this latest survey anonymously "

 Nothing on the internet is done anonymously, folks.

Aug 23, 2010 11:35 PM

41 All of the above Aug 23, 2010 11:36 PM

42 6) Aug 23, 2010 11:39 PM

43 The time for an armed response is already upon us, but we need to organize and
act as a real militia.  We will never be able to do anything constructive if we get
picked off one or two at a time. We need organization and real leaders to lead the
real American fighters to amount to a fighting force. If we loose the election in
November
it will be time to take up arms. I think people really can't believe that this is
happening and feel if they just ignore this horrible act of treason by the
Democratic party , that maybe it might go away!? Well ,I highly doubt it! We are
screwed if we do not act now... not later but organize right damm now!!!!!

Aug 23, 2010 11:39 PM

44 I realize I have nothing to lose! Enough is enough,the ballot box is permenantly
broken! It is about time for the cartrige box to change things as they are and have
been,PERIOD!!

            CIII

Aug 23, 2010 11:39 PM

45 6,9,10,12,12,12,12, Aug 23, 2010 11:39 PM

46 Where is the survey? Aug 23, 2010 11:42 PM

47 Once the three-legged stool of law and order - the executive, the courts, and the
constabulary - have become the source of insecurity, the time to rely on the
Second Amendment to restore the Bill of Rights will have arrived. In other words,
once we resemble modern Mexico.

Aug 23, 2010 11:42 PM

48 6. I can abide most anything, but not anything against my family. Aug 23, 2010 11:44 PM

49 6,8,11,12.

I was already audited the first year I opened a gun shop. I think that qualifies
under #13.

Aug 23, 2010 11:45 PM

50 When the 2nd Amendment is ruled to be null and void!! Aug 23, 2010 11:45 PM

51 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 2  these are all included in my option SHTF plan. Aug 23, 2010 11:45 PM

52 All of the above ! Aug 23, 2010 11:45 PM

53 martial  law and a un treaty on small armsbecomes law in the united states.also
brutality by government agents against myself or my family

Aug 23, 2010 11:46 PM

54 Any of the above listed items would be over the line. Aug 23, 2010 11:48 PM

55 When the President signs a bill, declaring Amnesty, for illegal aliens!  When the
government declares that illegals are equal to American citizens, especially those
that have gone through the Naturalization process, legally!

Aug 23, 2010 11:48 PM
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56 6 Aug 23, 2010 11:51 PM

57 The line in the sand has been crossed long ago for me. With the bombing of the
U.S. Marine barracks in Beruit and continued "kicking the sand" in my and every
American's face since then is more than I and others can take. I have since been
preparing to defend my family and friends by living with the word "bloat", buy lots
of ammo today! I practice my marksmanship with my weapons at our ranges
which are still available to us, thank God for that. My weapons are cleaned and
oiled. My stock of equipment, materials and supplies for reloading of ammunition
are under my constant review and replenishment. When the whistle blows, I am
ready to join my fellow patriots to defend, with my life if necessary, the constitution
of these United States of America. I am a proud member of JPFO and Gun
Owners of American and I believe in a no compromise stand both of these
organizations take with respect to the Second Amendment.

Aug 23, 2010 11:52 PM

58 At some point in the future the Federal Government will begin to lose its
legitimacy to govern but will attempt to maintain its legitimacy through force. This
may be happening even now.  The States, through their legislatures and
executives, will then have to form a Provisional National Government (PNG)
informing the Military Forces of the United States and the law enforcement
agencies formerly under the Executive of the no longer legitimate United States
Government that they are now under the control of the PNG and to disregard any
orders not coming from the Provisional Military Command (PMC) and/or the PNG.
My line in the sand is when the Federal Government has openly and
unquestionably lost its legitimacy.  I believe frequent fraudulent elections evolving
into no elections at all will be a good sign this has happened.

Aug 23, 2010 11:53 PM

59 To Obama and the world. No you can't do any of the unconstitutional things you
promised to get elected president of the United States of America. Every single
person in the United States is "the well armed militia" and we will NOT let you and
the U.N. finish the destruction of our Republcan form of a government of freedom.
I guarantee it!

Aug 23, 2010 11:54 PM

60 It might take 3-4 of these certain ones together. Aug 23, 2010 11:54 PM

61 I fully believe people ought not answer this question honestly in an on-line format
for 1 reason: 
It is too easy for the Government to track down those who respond in a fashion
that the Government doesn't approve of.

 That said, each man should decide for himself what his "Line In The Sand" is.

Aug 23, 2010 11:55 PM

62 I can say that I don't have just one item. A majority of the items you list would be
actionable as far as I am concerned except for those things you listed that I had
the power to mitigate by proper planning like food shortages, cuts to government
benefit programs, losing my home, ect.

Aug 23, 2010 11:56 PM

63 Any of the above examples! Aug 23, 2010 11:57 PM

64 1, 2, 5, 6,8, 9, 10,11, 12, Aug 23, 2010 11:57 PM

65 I can say what it won't be:
#3 - Entitlements that exist through forced wealth redistribution.  A cut like that
would be welcome!
#4 - Already occurring, just not felt acutely yet.
#5 - Depends on why...bad choices made by the owner are not a reason to go
'hot'.
#7 - That's been happening for my entire life.  Not a reason to go 'hot'.
#9 - Fighting for Liberty is not a 'well, I've got nothing to lose' enterprise.  Rather,
it's an, "I've got everything to GAIN" if we have to do that.
#13 - Already happening every day.  Has been since the IRS was formed.
#14 - Already happening every day across the Nation.

The left overs, 1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 11, and 12 all violate the Constitution and nullify the
compact, thereby relieving the citizen of obedience to the Constitution.

Aug 23, 2010 11:57 PM

66 All of the above. Aug 23, 2010 11:58 PM
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67 3, 6, 10, or 12 would force me into taking 2A action. Aug 23, 2010 11:58 PM

68 All of the above. Aug 23, 2010 11:58 PM

69 there are many you this list. I will list them from the first or greatest to the least
using the numbers from the list on the survey.

2. Not much doubt there. 
8. Freedom of choice would be over at that point and with it the backbone of the
country.
10. The idea of foreign control of our goverment or country can never be tolerated.
12. When the government ditcates to this level there is no longer any freedom.
6. New Orleans after Katrina taught the lengths government will go to impose
totalitarian control on people and must never be allowed to be perpetrated again. 
3. Social Security and Medicare are unconstitual and criminal scheme (thing
ponsy scam) and should be done away with anyway. 
1 and 5. Are similar enough to leave one with little other choice other than 'going
on the road.'
13. Is kin to 1 and 5 the only differance being you, may, be able to remain in your
home until the goverment comes with a padlock for your frontdoor and a size 13
goverment boot to help you on your way.
11 and 14. Almost go hand-in-hand as far as the undermining how you are and
what you hold most dear that would leave little recourse other than fighting for
those things. 
9. With nothing else to lose there is little reason not too.
4. I left the idea of taking up arms in the face of a food shortage till the end
because, while a valid reason, there are others more important. There are causes
worth balancing a full stomach against the loss of freedom.
7. Soon there will be little enough value to the dollar that there will be little left to
fight for and that is the reason I left this item for last.

Aug 23, 2010 11:59 PM

70 they are all my lines in the SAND Aug 23, 2010 11:59 PM

71 I am already at the point of taking back my country. Unfortunately, most others still
seem content to let the other guy solve their problems. I do not know at what point
the people will say enough, but it doesn't seem even close. I personally believe
that we lost our republic under Wilson, certainly under FDR and Johnson, but
most people seem to only care about their own comfort and are risk adverse.
Everything you list has already occurred, but people live in ignorance, hiding their
heads in the sand. 
Let me know when you find a group willing to stand up and I'll be there

Aug 24, 2010 12:00 AM

72 government intrusion into my home without my permission Aug 24, 2010 12:00 AM

73 Any and all of the above. LIVE FREE OR DIE Aug 24, 2010 12:02 AM

74 2, 7, 8, 11, 14 have already been crossed, 6 is my final straw. We need to
peacefully change this corruption. Any revoly will be destroyed, it must be a true
revolution, with leadership.

Aug 24, 2010 12:03 AM

75 My line in the sand was drawn in front of the recent "Healthcare bill". If they try to
take me away for not purchasing a service or paying a fine for not purchasing said
service, I will fight back.

Aug 24, 2010 12:04 AM

76 All of the above. Aug 24, 2010 12:05 AM

77 Any one or more of the following:
Martial law.
Brutality by government agents against you and your family.
Fraudulent elections
You realize you have nothing to lose
U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
Your religion is attacked by government.
Government determines your home is to be shared with anyone not a family
member.

Aug 24, 2010 12:05 AM

78 Of the 14 scenarios presented, I would have to agree wit all except #3 and #7.
Number 7 would be conditional, a 5-10% rise...not probably,  a 40% rise...yes.

Aug 24, 2010 12:05 AM
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79 What will provoke you to use the Second Amendment to rebel against a
government gone bad?

that is a very good question, indeed.

after a bit of thought, my answer is that i would kill as many as i could, before they
killed me, when they came to collect my guns.

i do not say this lightly....i was an infantryman in vietnam when i was 19, so i have
a bit of experience.

maybe because of that, i have a longer fuse, as i have seen a lot of bleeding,
pain, suffering and death.

but, when they come to collect my guns, i'll give them to them......hopefully, lots of
bullets first. if i am able to get off 20 aimed (targeted) shots before they get me, i
will have made a statement to be remembered by others...i hope!

thank you..

good shooting!

bill ogle

Aug 24, 2010 12:06 AM

80 9) - You realize you have nothing to lose? Aug 24, 2010 12:07 AM

81 All my lines have already been crossed, I feel like I am sinning everyday I do NOT
take action as our Founders  went to war for far less, however, we are preparing
and awaiting the optimum time to attack if we are not attacked ourselves, right
now, had I the resources etc., I would already be on the Arizona border defending
our country against the drug peddling cartels and smugglers etc., with the Arizona
citizens militia.

   Moreover, we should now be preparing to effect the release of all political
prisoners now and throw off this tyrannical governmnet as well as disband all
IFOR/multinational  forces and commandeer their weapons to be used for OUR
defense against NORTHCOM!

Aug 24, 2010 12:07 AM

82 this is a very difficult question to answer.  in many ways i believe a rebellion of
some sort, political or physical is long overdue and should already be taking
place.  however, to narrow down "what will it take" for me is too simplistic.  my
time is when i am personally backed into a position from which i see no way out
with my liberty intact.  it will have to be my "perfect storm" of circumstances, to
use the trite buzz word.  however, i would join a "movement" of insurgency or
rebels today if it were to begin.  much if not all our liberty has already been
usurped and i have believed for some long time that the entire political hierarchy
from local politicians to the president should be removed from office and replaced
with "real people" and some very stringent new rules on how far the new reps. can
go without the people's direct consent.  further, no judge, nor any govt. functionary
should be able to be appointed "for life" nor should there be any govt. position
immune from recall by the people.  there is much more i would write but this will
do for a start.  thank you.

Aug 24, 2010 12:08 AM

83 I lost 22 relatives in the death camps.   Your question is extraordinarily difficult to
answer.  I would start with First and Second Ammendment rights;        they really
say it all.  I support about 8 1st and 2nd ammendment rights organizations;  yours
being one.          Fenwick Taylor

Aug 24, 2010 12:08 AM

84 9 Aug 24, 2010 12:08 AM
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85 Many of the 14 would prompt me to action.  The ones that I'm certain would lead
me to armed resistance are fraudulent national elections, attempts to enforce the
U.N small arms treaty (or otherwise confiscate my arms), brutality by government
agents, and attempts to use childrent to inform on parents and other family.  Of
course, the realization that I have nothing to lose would be an additional deciding
factor.

Aug 24, 2010 12:09 AM

86 Numbers 1, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13..but whom to make pay for their obtrusiveness into
liberty? The elected puppets, the cop walking the street, liberal organizations and
their minions ?

Aug 24, 2010 12:10 AM

87 6 Aug 24, 2010 12:11 AM

88 9) - You realize you have nothing to lose? Aug 24, 2010 12:11 AM

89 Numbers 6---9----and 10 for sure! Aug 24, 2010 12:13 AM

90 2, 6, 8 most likely to happen, 9, 10 and 13. Any or all would put me over the edge.
#5 would be borderline, depending on the circumstances. #4 I am expecting in a
year or LESS!!!! To me, #10 is a declaration of war so would be automatic. #12
would be a shame to have to share with someone with a deadly disease who only
had a short time left to live, anyway. No children or grandchildren in school and
great-grandchildren to young yet. In any event, I am sure there are multiple other
reasons to expect The Schumer to Hit the Fan relatively soon. At least, I keep
hoping/praying such is the case before I die of old age!

Aug 24, 2010 12:14 AM

91 10 Aug 24, 2010 12:16 AM

92 Actually, any number of  the items listed could start a forest fire.  
I believe we are sitting on a tinder box now.

Aug 24, 2010 12:16 AM

93 ALL (OR ANY) OF THE ABOVE! Aug 24, 2010 12:16 AM

94 1) - It will be the closing of the banks and freezing your money Aug 24, 2010 12:17 AM

95 The use of the Second Amendment to rebel against the government is a very
tricky issue. I swore to defend the Constitution against all enemies, foreign and
domestic.  If the govenment decides to suspend or otherwise dismiss the
Constitution it is a call for such action.  Fraudulent elections, martial law,
surrendering to invaders, brutality by government agents, the UN small arms
treaty, and many of the other 14 listed by the JPFO all fall under defense of the
Constitution.  Foreign troops, such as those of the UN, brought onto our shores to
help quell "disturbances" are also a valid reason.  I have fought to defend my
country before, and I will do it again.

Aug 24, 2010 12:19 AM

96 Any of the 14 items listed above would do it for me.
I have not totally decided yet what or when I would act, 
but the Elections in November may decide that for me.

Aug 24, 2010 12:21 AM
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97 The list of '14' are all grounds for putting a "line in the sand". I must tell you, I find
myself constantly in
awe of how far past my line in the sand our countrymen have allowed the collapse
of America to progress.
American has never listened to it's war veterans. My heritage started in early
Scotland and Ireland. My predecessors came to America in 1730. We have fought
in every battle/war from those early days to the 
present. It is not in my thinking to tolerate or bury my head in the sand as a
solution to those that would take my freedoms, religion, liberties, and way of life.
As best I can I've worked to stay informed of the demise of my American way of
life continues to worsen. My associations with friends and interest groups have
kept me "in-the-know" since the early sixties. 
    We as a people (Americans) are to blame for allowing our government to
become mired in interest other than Americanism. 
     The present regime has blatantly worked toward the complete collapse of our
values, way of life and liberties since before obama was even in the political
arena. He is but a figure-head. The dark forces that seek world domination have
rarely been challenged. 
     Capitalization is not an option for those of us who have lines drawn. 'Liberty or
Death' is my mantra.
I applaud the JPFO for it's efforts. My father fought and hard to liberate Europe
and the free world from 
the maniacal NAZI's. I have seen such totalitarian regimes rise all over the globe.
How many times do
people have to be killed, tortured or ethnically cleansed before free men and
women rise united to kill the 'beast' and push back the dark curtain of evil? How
much more will it take? We are about to find out.
      Must we wait until all our "lines in the sand" finally connect before we set aside
our pettiness and self-serving ways? No, we have already waited too long. Today
is a good day to die.

Aug 24, 2010 12:21 AM

98 Several of the 14 scenarios listed above would cross my line in the sand.  Number
7, tax increases, and number 8, fraudulent elections, are already facts of life.  The
line for number 11, religion attacked, has already been crossed many times, and I
haven't reacted.  As for number 9, I do have nothing to lose; I am old and have
lived a pretty full life.  It is not for me that, at some point, I will not allow the line to
be crossed; it will be for my children and theirs. 

My fear is that the progressives/liberals/elitists will continue to "chip away" at
these scenarios until we all feel helpless and reluctant to react.  It will be then that
they have accomplished their goals and will have won.

Aug 24, 2010 12:24 AM

99 They never thought it could happen in Germany in 1930, But----------- Aug 24, 2010 12:24 AM

100 I think any one of the above mentioned scenarios would be cause to provoke my
use of the Second Amendment. Our government is out of control.  Liberals are out
of control.  There are too many foreign interests that threaten to take control of our
country.  The current president seems to be of the mind frame that he and he
alone is the only person that knows what is best for Americans.  

We cannot let government take away any of our Freedoms or Rights.  We cannot
let government take away our Amendments, we cannot let government take away
our Constitution.

We have to take a stand now to ensure the next generation will have the same
freedoms we have enjoyed.

Aug 24, 2010 12:26 AM
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101 When the Feds (or local authorities) start confiscating individual firearms and/or
confiscating individually held wealth (e.g., precious metals, etc.). They will be met
with force.

There is already more than enough cause for a general uprising, more cause than
our forebears had in their separation for England. Should a general uprising
transpire, for whatever specific cause, it would have my support. 

This government no longer has my consent!

Aug 24, 2010 12:27 AM

102 2) - How about Martial law?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)

Aug 24, 2010 12:28 AM

103 Martial law, brutality by government agents, nothing to lose, UN small arms treaty, Aug 24, 2010 12:32 AM

104 another gun law ....not one more inch.....my back is against the wall.....MOLEN
LABE

Aug 24, 2010 12:36 AM

105 Unfortunately many of the above list would be the line in the sand.  It would matter
if I was the only one or if I had many with me.  But, when they come to the door
for my guns I will not give them up.  That obviously would be my last line in the
sane.

Aug 24, 2010 12:38 AM
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106 Most of the choices listed have already been set in motion, but too many
Americans remain PollyAnna-ish because they believe that "...this is America,
nothing that drastic could ever happen in America."  Really, well what the hell was
the attack on the World Trade Towers?  It's not going to happen, it's already
begun. As Lisbeth Salander, a feature character in the fictional book, "The Girl
With the Dragon Tattoo" said, "Armageddon was yesterday - Today we have a
serious problem."

I expect the government to cut Social Security, that's a necessity and is already
on the table. I also expect food shortages as prices for oil will inevitably go up
because the government is making drilling for oil almost impossible, and the
demands of India and particularly China will force prices higher, thereby reducing
availability. Less availability will impact crops and prices for food, thereby creating
problems for those without the financial means to do more than barely get by
today.

The attack on guns and gun owners is ongoing, and Obama and Hillary Clinton
are supporting the UN's attack on our right to own guns in America.  The
Progressive crusade against religion is already underway. The Bible and
references to God are being banned in schools and public gatherings, prayer in
schools is being banned, and our icons of our faith, like the Nativity Scene have
been banned, while more States and Liberals at the Federal level are promoting
lifestyles and behaviors designed to break down society and its mores.  The goal
of Liberals and Progressives is to make it dependent on the government for
everything that matters in life.  Read Orwell's 1984 or Herbert Spencer's Animal
Farm to get a clear picture of where we may be headed. In many schools, even
the Pledge of Allegiance is being banned so as not to offend immigrants, many of
whom are themselves illegal aliens or are the anchor babies and children of
illegals.

The government is already showing its contempt for the Constitution; Obama says
that it's no longer a relevant document and he is passing new laws by government
fiat rather than through Congress, thereby making Congress irrelevant and
centralizing power.  His appointment of Czars who report to no one, who were
never vetted by anyone, and who have incredible sweeping powers that they will
use as they see fit, laws and the Constitution be damned, thereby makes Choice
# 6 one of my two triggers for lines in the sand. The second line in th sand, choice
# 12, is closely related to #6.  If the government takes any actions against me or
my family, there's no reason to think that they won't also require me to house and
feed those who have no homes.

I'm a strong proponent of many of the measures in the book entitled, "How to
Survive the End of the World As We Know It" and suggest that you read it.  This
book addresses many of the scenarios that could occur, from an Electromagnetic
Pulse (EMP) that takes down the entire US electrical grid, to a small dirty nuclear
bomb, to famine and anarchy.  Having the ability to survive and defend yourself
may not change the inevitable outcome of these events for you or me, but I have
the satisfaction of knowing that by being prepared, I won't be one of the millions
who walk silently, without protest into the "gas chambers" of a new world order.
I'll die trying to protect my Second Amendment rights and to save the America that
our Founders envisioned and that our grandfathers and fathers died to protect in
wars in Europe and around the world.

Aug 24, 2010 12:39 AM

107 2) Martial Law, 6) Brutality by government 7) Taxs 8) Fraudulent elections, 10) UN
Small arms treaty (or other gun control) 11) religion attacked by government

#4) Food shortages may/will precipitate the most immediate need for  the tools of
the second amendment

The dominoes seem to be lined up. The traitor in the oval office is leading us
down the above road

Aug 24, 2010 12:40 AM
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108 "Rebel against a government gone bad"  Can mean many things.  Some of us are
rebelling now in various ways.
There may well be a time to rebel in more serious, overt ways, but in the mean
time, while we wait for the results of the 2010 election to indicate where we have
to go from here, I think it is useful to look carefully at that government gone bad to
identify vulnerabilities, for now and the future.

Aug 24, 2010 12:41 AM

109 #10 Aug 24, 2010 12:41 AM

110 You will realize that you have nothing left to lose when the government begins
taking action against you and your family that are contrary to The Constitution.  (
items six and nine ). All of the rest of the items fall under the scope of brutality of
the government!

Aug 24, 2010 12:42 AM

111 15) The congress votes to take away my right to arm myself. I'll never give up my
guns without a fight and I know I won't have to stand alone." Live free or die"as
the saying goes and many of us mean that.

Aug 24, 2010 12:42 AM

112 Fraudulent elections are sufficient for me.  Also shutting down the internet.  Gun
registration.  Another Waco or Ruby Ridge  Immigration amnesty..  And probably
MANY others that I can't think of right now.  Time is short.

Aug 24, 2010 12:42 AM

113 Mine has already been crossed, I'm just using 4th Generation Warfare, so the
ammunition does not fly until the time is appropriate.

Aug 24, 2010 12:43 AM

114 How are we supposed to respond without writing an essay? Maybe use yes/no
options?

Aug 24, 2010 12:43 AM

115 I believe if we do not take our government back in Nov. we will be at war with our
Government, as this administration is not listening to the people and the people
are ready to revolt. All of the things listed would be enough to start the violence.

Aug 24, 2010 12:44 AM

116 There are many lines in the sand; which one will trigger may very well be the
same one that triggered the first revolution. Will there be another "shot heard
around the world"? Probably. If we can find another 3% to fight against the
greatest army in the world; although I believe that most of our armed forces will
side with freedom and not tyranny.

Aug 24, 2010 12:46 AM

117 #2, Martial Law. That is my line in the sand. I'm able to feed myself and my family
but having the military and federal officials take over the government would send
me over the edge.

Aug 24, 2010 12:52 AM

118 Any of the above Aug 24, 2010 12:54 AM

119 Martial law, food shortages, brutality by government agents, fraudulent elections,
IRS audits due to political activism, the closing of the banks and freezing our
money; all of these could, probably would, lead us to have to resort to 2A
solutions due to the need for self defense from rioting/looters/JBT. I do believe
that a UN small arms treaty will have to be enforced by foreign or mercenary
troops as I do not think that our military would go along with that. However, no
matter who tries to enforce it, they will be met in the street with all the force I can
bring against them. I will not wait behind my door for them to come but will take it
to them as soon as I can, wherever I can, as hard as I can and for as long as I
can. This I swear, so help me God.

Aug 24, 2010 12:58 AM

120 9) When I or any of those around me have nothing to lose, and 15) they come to
my door in the middle of the night to take me away.  It would be my dead body
that is removed.  All the other points have been initiated on thousands if not
millions of Americans already,  As long as I(we) have a voice, a vote then I(we)
have a chance to turn it around.  Lose that, (9) and (15) are the lines in the sand.

Aug 24, 2010 12:59 AM

121 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family Aug 24, 2010 1:01 AM

122 I will use the second amendment if there is ever an attack against my God and my
family, the right to practice my christianity openly and pubhlically, including
instruction in biblical values to my chilodren and grandchildren.  I will not stand for
any restriction against my right to free expression of my Biblical or Constitutional
views!

Aug 24, 2010 1:01 AM

123 MARTIAL LAW Aug 24, 2010 1:02 AM
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124 When the government demands that I do anything over which it has no
constitutional authority.

Aug 24, 2010 1:09 AM

125 When the Federal government decides to abolish my right to bear arms, I have
nothing left to lose. There will be nothing left to check any government
encroachments upon my other rights. At that point, it becomes my duty to myself,
my wife, my daughter and any future children or grandchildren that I have, to do
whatever I can to ensure that our liberties are protected. If that means resistance
and restoration using tools of war, then so be it. I have never lived under slavery
or been afraid for my life every day. However, if the government is allowed to take
my means of resistance without a fight, I am sure that I will experience both
situations in short order. The history of nations proves me right.

Aug 24, 2010 1:09 AM

126 When I'm ordered to regrister my firearms or admit to how much ammo I have on
hand.

Aug 24, 2010 1:10 AM

127 No. 1 Aug 24, 2010 1:10 AM

128 1. Brutality by government agents against me and/or my family.
2. Any attempt to confiscate my firearms in violation of the 2nd Amendment.

I'm pushing 70 and have lived (and am living) a wonderful life as an American. I
will go down fighting if necessary to preserve the rights and freedoms set forth in
the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.

Aug 24, 2010 1:11 AM

129 2) - How about Martial law?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.

Aug 24, 2010 1:13 AM

130 Something of my own doing, like losing my home to foreclosure, that is my fault
more or less and does not warrant a 2nd amendment response. Likewise closing
the banks, freezing the money, tax increases, slashing Social Security, food
shortages and such.   While these things may not be my own fault and might well
invite a vigorous response, they do not warrant a 2nd amendment response.  No,
not yet.

Each of these things individually or collectively might trigger social unrest which in
turn might warrant an armed reaction, but discouraging looters and miscreants is
way way short of taking up arms against a government.

Similarly public (government) schools have been mis-educating our children for
the last 3 decades at least.  This can be fought at the ballot box, and if all else
fails, you can either put your kids in private school or home school them.

It would take a whole lot to push me to a second amendment response, but trust
me in this, it can be done.  

History shows us there are times when a people show too much patience; allow
themselves to be pushed too far.  The Jews of Germany waited a tad too long
wouldn’t you say?

Incarcerate or brutalize one of my family for political reasons?  Yes, that would get
my attention.  Declare widespread martial law and suspend elections – that would
get my attention as well.

But the real line in the sand for me is gun control.  When the government begins
confiscating the guns, all is lost.  Nothing else matters – we will have reached the
point where there is nothing else to lose.

Quoting a man much greater than myself – Charlton Heston said at the NRA
convention as he raised a musket over his head  – “from my cold, dead hands”.

Aug 24, 2010 1:15 AM

131 All of these would cross my line in the sand. Aug 24, 2010 1:15 AM
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132 Any of the above. Aug 24, 2010 1:16 AM

133 If government asks for the surrender of guns, then Americans have nothing to
lose by 'exercising' their 2nd Amendment rights. If guns are surrendered the next
step would be citizen slavery as practiced by all dictators when they meet no
opposition.

Aug 24, 2010 1:19 AM

134 IT'S TIME TO CLEAN HOUSE AND GET A NEW SET OF CONGRESS MEN
AND WOMEN WHO WILL TAKE THE INTERESTS OF THE AMERICAN
PEOPLE FIRST AND ONLY,NOT THEIR OWN INTEREST'S TO MAKE SMALL
FORTUNES FOR THEMSELFS.LET'S BRING BACK THE CONSTITUTION,THE
BILL OF RIGHTS,AND EVERY OTHER LAW THAT WAS WRITTEN FOR OUR
PROTECTION. DOWN WITH THE DIRT BAGS AND A PRESIDENT THAT IS
RUNNING RAMPID. LET'S BRING BACK AMERICA TO THE PEOPLE OF OUR
GREAT COUNTRY.

Aug 24, 2010 1:19 AM

135 All of the above except 7, 4 Aug 24, 2010 1:20 AM

136 Number 10 ranks at the top for me and when the government bans the private
ownership of guns and states private citizens must turn in their guns or go to jail
that is it for me.

Aug 24, 2010 1:22 AM

137 Looking at the survey, I realize that there are numerous "lines in the sand". Here's
my take on the questions posed by JFPO: I listed the question, in ( ) the likelihood
of my taking "action", and a brief explanation.

1. Freezing my money. (Possible) How am I to live? I am making arrangements to
not be dependent on the banking system as we speak.
2. Martial Law. (Absolutely) Unconstitutional. An overt violation must provoke
immediate action.
3. Cutting SS Payments.  (Not likely) I expect this. I will see how the rest of the
country acts.
4. Food shortages. (No) Not necessarily gov't fault. I am proactive in this area
5. Losing my home (No) My finances are my responsibility
6. Brutality against me & my family (Undoubtedly) DO YOU NEED TO ASK?
7. Tax increase (No) Inevitable
8. Fraudulent elections? (Likely) Constitution is sacrosanct
9. Nothing to lose (Maybe) Who knows what the situation will be
10. UN Small Arms Treaty (Absolutely) Again, Constitution...and our sovereignty
11. Religion (Unlikely) Don't see it happening
12. Share my home (Absolutely) Personal property rights are the hallmarks of a
free people
13. IRS Audit (No) I file honestly (For Now) and don't fear them
14. Public school indoctrination (No) Kids grown, went to private schools and had
right mindset instilled in them

Aug 24, 2010 1:23 AM

138 It won't be any one item, but increased pressure on several of the above items.
I'm pushing hard politically to turn this mess around peacefully and get gubmint off
my back, but they keep coming with more confiscatory taxes and restrictions on
my G-d given right to the pursuit of life, liberty and happiness.

When the political option is obviously gone, and the entitlement majority keeps
coming for more of my earned assets, all hell will break loose.  Sadly, it looks like
that's how things are going to end up.  I will not stand idly by and allow this
generation to be led to the concentration camp-be it physically or fiscally.

Bob K.

Aug 24, 2010 1:25 AM

139 #6 - Brutality by government agents against myself and/or my family. Aug 24, 2010 1:26 AM

140 For me it would be brutality by government agents against me or my family. But I
think this would be in conjunction with martial law. Because I think by this point a
whole bunch of other stuff has already gone badly wrong. I could put up with a lot
of crap but hurting my family would cause someone to have a serious case of lead
poisoning.

Aug 24, 2010 1:27 AM
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141 I feel it will come when I have nothing to lose. Any combination of the above or
perhaps only one  that  makes me feel like I have nothing to lose. I don't think I
would do anything  alone but would join with  others who feel the same way. I  am
seventy five years old  and am experienced in many fields. I can  still fly a
helicopter, shoot very well (eyes execelent shape). I am a vet. with 26 years of
military experience in leadership and organization.
The fact that I am a senior  citizen whose children are grown leaves me free to die
for my country and the freedom of my decendents.

Aug 24, 2010 1:32 AM
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142 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?

I think this would make most of us fairly desperate - very few are situated as rural
farmers were in the Great Depression, to have no money, but to have things there
on the farm to be able to "make it".

2) - How about Martial law?

I expect many would consider that sufficient cause.

3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?

When these bankrupt programs expire, I don't know how much that will galvanize
folks.

4) - Food shortages?

Desperation mode for many.

5) - Losing your home?

Unless wide scale, I don't see that happening as a general trend.

6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?

Again, unless under martial law, I don't see this happening, given past
allowances.

7) - Another tax increase?

Not in and of itself, certainly not for me.

8) - Fraudulent elections?

"Hah !"

9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?

I can see this as a touchstone for many.

10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America

Not in and of itself.  Perhaps I'm wrong, but I doubt even the UN would be stupid
enough to attempt to go house to house picking up everything.

11) - Your religion is attacked by government.

I doubt most have enough conviction these days.

12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)

Historically quite possible, despite the general idea of no government forced
quartering, as laid down by the 3rd Amendment.

13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.

This seems common enough nowadays.

14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

This is largely already in place, as well as via doctors, etc.

Personally, there are numerous lines in the sand when my own personal safety
becomes less of an issue under a tyrannical govt.  We certainly have tyranny
today, just not enough (I suppose) to cause a mass revolt at this point.

Let us see what happens as the country is driven further down by those in power,
whether the current state of affairs will end with a bang, or a whimper.

Aug 24, 2010 1:32 AM
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143 9 Aug 24, 2010 1:35 AM

144 Any one of the above will cause very problems. Number 14 is already happening. Aug 24, 2010 1:39 AM

145 government sponsored anarchy Aug 24, 2010 1:41 AM

146 i'm pretty close to that line now....all they have to do is to allow Islam and Muslims
try to drive sharia law through my country.

Almost any of those 14 items could push me over the line.

Aug 24, 2010 1:43 AM

147 # 4
# 6
#  9
# 12

Aug 24, 2010 1:43 AM

148 - 2, 6, 9, 10.
- Gun confiscation/registration. 
- Changing or removal of the US Constitution.
- Friends, allies, and Patriots begin to 'disappear.'
- People are directed into Camps of any sort.
- Cities are blockaded to create ghettos.
- Any of the sovereign States are embargoed or attacked by the Feds.
- Militias are attacked by the Feds or States.
- Others.

Aug 24, 2010 1:44 AM

149 When BHO declares himself El Presidente for life, followed by martial law,
followed by an attempt to register and confiscate all guns.

Aug 24, 2010 1:44 AM

150 10 Aug 24, 2010 1:49 AM

151 2,6,8-13. Aug 24, 2010 1:50 AM

152 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12 are all important, and probably a few more neither you have
listed nor I have thought about just yet.  But #6 against anyone I care about, even
if not myself would be an instant call to arms.  I am a member of the gun culture,
as John Ross calls it in _Unintended Consequences_, and I am a pilot. As a
veteran and Ron Paul supporter, I am certain to be on Janet Napolitano's hit list,
even if I am close to the bottom.

 I love my country, and detest what the elites in our government have done to our
country, to include Lincoln, FDR, Carter, Clinton and the current crop of oligarchs
in Congress and the Obama Administration (and the Republicans we elected
haven't done much better, excepting perhaps Reagan.)  

Those in government who are abusing us don't realize there are many like myself
who were hoping we could finish our lives without having to take arms to restore
our Constitutional form of government, but who will indeed participate in taking
back our country from the people who run our government believing that what we
citizens want for ourselves doesn't matter.

Aug 24, 2010 1:50 AM

153 All of the above

Bill
III

Aug 24, 2010 1:50 AM

154 Being a staunch believer in the Bill of Rights as extended by the framers of the
Constitution, my line in the sand is: any further oppression of our Rights as
Americans. The idea that government can run or manage my life and family better
than I is ridiculous. My children know our lives together are an open book, at least,
between the kids, mom and I but what occurs at home is for us. Protection for us
at home will be swift and pure. I can and do grow my own fruits and vegetables
and other sustenance comes from what we hunt. As we continue down this
coarse of our own destruction and macro government one can only trust in
themselves and their family to survive. Martial law may apply, as a threat to those
living within the confines of the metropolis but here in the country...My home is my
country and my country is my home but violate my rights as a Free American.

Aug 24, 2010 1:52 AM
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155 I would say that #6 moves to the head of the line. That's a true self-defense
situation. If someone, or a group of people, start to get brutal with me or mine,
"time has come today" to quote the famous Chambers Bros. song. The other #s
can be dealt with without blowing off heads.

Aug 24, 2010 1:52 AM

156 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
 9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
 a]    A repeat of what happened in New Orleans during Katrina.Thats way I'm
trying  to organize a county
       chapter of Oath Keepers.
 b]   Out of control gangs that pose a threat to me and are not being controlled by
law enforcement.
       Similar to the Watt's Riots in LA. There are situations along the Arizona and
Texas Mexican Boarder
       that are fast if not already reaching this point.

       Thanks and keep up the good work you are doing.

Aug 24, 2010 1:53 AM

157 1-14 NO , over my dead body! Steve  III% Aug 24, 2010 1:56 AM

158 I choose #9.  When I reach that point, my house, income, and family will have
been taken or will be about to be taken from me.  My ruck is already packed and
my choice of firearms has been determined.  All of this debate, whether it be
about a mosque in NY, health care, gun confiscation, TEA parties, etc. has
become superfulous.  The vast majority of lemmings will march in lockstep to the
tune of our Pied Piper Imposter-in-Chief and his media useful idiots. I will be an
outlaw.

Aug 24, 2010 1:59 AM

159 good survey Aug 24, 2010 2:01 AM

160 The break down of Law and Order in the United States of America.  Visible
obvious corruption by elected officials.  Further criminalization of our
Constitutional Rights, while obvious criminal behavior is ignored.

If things get really bad then I will vote my my feet and leave.  If our Government
will not let me leave for a better place with my property then I will feel compelled
to fight for my Rights.

Aug 24, 2010 2:01 AM

161 The instituition of confiscation. Aug 24, 2010 2:03 AM
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162 Two years ago, two border patrol agents claimed they could go anywhere the
want and do anything they want to include destroy our fence.  In front of my
handicapped, unarmed husband they did $2,000 damage to our fence.  The
sheriff refused to take the criminal complaint, the count attorney didn't know if she
had jurisdiction in her own county, and the county judge ran out of the court room
with our notarized criminal complaint and later called us at home and told to just
file civil law suit.  We tried to take it to the grand jury and was blocked by the
grand jury foreman who is good friends with border patrol.  We found out
afterward that the wife of one of the agents was on the board  to pick the grand
jury candidates and everyone from the county clerk up knew we were filing
against her husband.

I also have evidence of grand jury tampering after the judge had picked the panel.
One member was dropped and another person put in (after the rest of the
candidates were released and the grand jury was sent out to consider other
cases).  The person put in was not one of the two alternates. 

Two days before trying to go to the grand jury, one of the agents and a bunch of
his co-workers tried to plant a backpack of drugs on our property.   We have a
large pack of big dogs and they jumped the fence and held them at bay.

Afterward the agents supervisor wrote a letter threatening us with arrest for
interfering with his agents (with a copy sent to the assistant US Attorney).  We
know of two brothers in the area who was raided by border patrol and FBI for
throwing border patrol off their private property.  Their lawyer did them no favors
and coerced them into a plea deal.  These millionaires spent two years in prison.

We wrote the governor, lt governor, Texas rangers, Texas speaker of the house,
our state legislator and senator, etc. We quoted law, Constitution both state and
federal, we quoted over 140 supreme court and applet court decisions. 

When you shine light on cockroaches they scattered, but not one official came to
our aid.   The agents are told by their shift leaders that my husband is armed and
dangerous.  He no longer goes without a gun.  But my husband never went to the
agents they came to him.  There have been other incidents since then.

The border patrol agents out here trespass on private properties, cut locks, cut
fences, leave gates open so livestock walks out, drive their atv across private
property tearing up the landscape/vegetation.  They stop vehicles "to see if it is
stolen" and harass citizens even when they knew who they are before the stop
and that they live in the county.

They are the new NAZI Brown Shirts.  Did I mention that the sheriffs office is
getting federal bribe money under the guise of a grant.  That is why all the law
enforcements look the other way to the illegal acts of border patrol.  But our sheriff
is a crock anyway.  We have 924 people in our county.  There is a drug pusher
whose name has been turned over to the sheriff by several people.  He refuses to
do anything.  The pusher has told people that he owns the cops because as long
as he periodical drop a dime on someone and give the sheriff drugs to plant on
people they live him alone.  Two weeks ago the our head deputy and his nephew
or son that is a cop from Oklahoma was observed breaking into someones house.
The owner is out of state and the owners girlfriend had moved back to town.  A
witness saw it.  There was no warrant and they damaged the place.  The sheriff is
covering the break-in up and threaten the owner with arrest for calling in a
complaint while the deputy was in his house.  The witness had called him and was
on a conference call listen to the sheriff while the deputy was in Eddys house.

We have drawn our line in the sand.  The border patrol has been told that we will
shoot any agents that we catch on our property.  We have accepted the
assignment of the land grant for true ownership.  We have numerous complaints
from people about the illegal acts by our law enforcement against them.  Did I
mention I am running for State Senator?

Mette Baker
Libertarian Candidate for State Senator, District 19

Aug 24, 2010 2:10 AM
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163 Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%

Brutality by government agents against me and my family

Aug 24, 2010 2:11 AM

164 I would very strongly advise the people in Washington to really start listening to
the people in this country,and to hell with europe and the UN.

Aug 24, 2010 2:13 AM

165 10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America Aug 24, 2010 2:14 AM

166 1, 2, 6, and/or 10. (We already have fraudulent elections.) Aug 24, 2010 2:16 AM

167 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family Aug 24, 2010 2:16 AM

168 Six, eight and nine get my attention. Aug 24, 2010 2:20 AM

169 Numbers 2, 6 and anything after 9 all ring my chimes. Aug 24, 2010 2:22 AM

170 I will use the second amendment protection for any one of all the 14 situations
listed above.  We must not let a socialistic/marxist dictatorship take away our hard
won liberties and freedoms in the United States of America.  .

Aug 24, 2010 2:22 AM

171 Any one of the above.  Or all of the above.  Far as I am concerned, the line in the
sand is already drawn with MANDATES on health care.

Aug 24, 2010 2:23 AM

172 15) ALL OF THE ABOVE !!! Aug 24, 2010 2:24 AM

173 People are generally tolerant of crimes "across the street"...however, when
personally attacked, which may be too late to respond, people will stand their
ground and defend themselves.  The American civilian doesn't want to be looked
at as aggressive or as the attacker.  When any report of their defense will be
apparent to the reader that they are not at fault, they will respond.  Knowing the
government's eagerness to twist truth and pervert jsutice, the average citizen
does not want to be labeled the enemy and have anyone actually believe it..

Aug 24, 2010 2:25 AM

174 I don't think drawing lines in the sand is the intelligent thing to do. I know that I will
continuously monitor the situation try to anticipate what preparations to make and
expect that at some point my personal line will be crossed.

Aug 24, 2010 2:29 AM

175 all of the above Aug 24, 2010 2:29 AM

176 The time is NOW!  Let's not wait for the govornment to better prepare against us.
REVOLUTION!

Aug 24, 2010 2:30 AM

177 I would resort to force to resist arrest by a corrupt legal system or to oppose a
rogue government that had made peaceful political change impossible.

I decided several years ago that our legal system had become so corrupted that I
will not allow myself to be taken into police custody for any reason.  My home
state is currently suffering through yet another revelation of massive official
corruption, this time of the State Bureau of Investigation, that validates my
decision.  I will fire in self-defense before I will be allow myself to be arrested for a
crime I did not commit, or for exercising my fundamental human and
Constitutional rights.

I will take direct measures against politicians and their enforcers and enablers
when peaceful political change is no longer possible or their actions become a
clear and present danger to my life, liberty, or property.  Such government actions
include, but are not limited to, confiscation of weapons or precious metals, arrests
for political crimes, and the use of weapons of mass effect against peaceful
demonstrators.

Aug 24, 2010 2:32 AM
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178 We the People of the of the United States of America are now at this moment of
time at a tipping point for continued Freedom or Slavery. All the rights we have
been given, by Blood of our Veterans, by the forethought and insight of our
Founders are threaten as never before. We as a people have turned our backs on
the suffering and sacrifice that came before us. We seem to be happy with only a
fraction of freedoms earned us as long as our everyday life appears to be
"normal". Slowly, but surely, the freedoms of our Forefathers have been shredded
to the point that not a Man of that time could bear to live at this day and time. Our
time has arrived. Fear it or not, it has come to us at this moment in time. We must
stand up now United, we must push back the fear of the unknown that is coming
at us now at a speed greater than a person of freedom could believe possible a
generation ago. We must relearn the basics of life. How do I grow food? How do I
find water that no longer comes out of the tap? How do I learn to hunt, to shoot, to
stay warm, to care for the safety of my family and friends? No Collage degree is
as important as this basic knowledge of the land. During the great depression
most people, even urban people, were only one or two generations from the land.
Wall Street bankers of that time most likely had grandparents that still lived on the
land. But still millions of Americans suffered. What awaits the public now
generations from the land and what is real? Stop watching Sunday football, learn
what you can now while you can. Buy Guns and all the Ammunition you can now.
Learn, study, shoot, go meet a farmer, buy books on the subject. Its late in the
game now, but its never to late to learn something that may save your life or
families life. The line in the sand is so deep now that you may hurt yourself if you
step in it. Ask God to forgive us for being so blind.

Aug 24, 2010 2:32 AM

179 9) - You realize you have nothing to lose? Aug 24, 2010 2:33 AM

180 With the advent of all of those things already happening and the attitude of this
'me world' entitlement, people are already having those things happen behind
their backs and don't see the smoke screen distractions in their faces. Best thing I
can say is, where ever the line, I am prepared to survive in place. It is at that point
of having absolutely to do so I will not only draw the line but draw the weapon to
defend it.
Thanks for offering this survey. I vote too much more of- D= all of the above.

Aug 24, 2010 2:33 AM

181 1, 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, & 14 Aug 24, 2010 2:33 AM

182 # 10 Aug 24, 2010 2:34 AM

183 #2 #6 #10 and most important #9   this is going to get worse before it can get
better...

Aug 24, 2010 2:36 AM

184 Most any of these could do it!  The facts are that they are all unConstitutional but
for a single person to take on the authorities would simply be suicide.

Aug 24, 2010 2:38 AM

185 All of the above, if it is peace you seek, prepare for war.  When talking to old
veterans, " Did you take prisoners?  The enemy didn't want us to."   Sadly 8 of the
14 have already been done to me.  Luckily, I found a legal way to get over even.

Aug 24, 2010 2:39 AM

186 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)

Aug 24, 2010 2:41 AM
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187 Any of ya'll's, minus 3,4,5,7, and 9, though I am undecided about 11.   My line in
the sand is very similar to that of criminals, the difference being that an organized
response is more useful when dealing with government/state abuses, whereas
criminals can be dealt with in a disorganized fashion (as most Americans do).

Further lines in the sand:
-UN/foreign troops appear on US soil for law enforcement.
-US troops appear on US soil for law enforcement.
-Contracted troops appear on US soils for law enforcement ( something like,
Blackwater protecting firemen and utility repairmen after a Katrina-like disaster is
perfectly acceptable).
-Gold is seized by the IRS when the victim has a house and a car to forfeit to pay
tax "debts".
-Guns are seizedto pay of tax-debts, regardless of what else the victim owns.
-A Federal/national ID is mandated to do things like buying food/water, buying
guns/ammo, and getting medical treatment (seems likely).
-Food, water, gasoline, ammo, and/or other necessities are rationed, as happened
under Carter and FDR.
-GM foods are mandated to replace non-GM foods on grocery store shelves.
-Everyone's name is linked to their own votes, outside of government.
-I am refused medical treatment because I didn't vote the Democrat party line.

Aug 24, 2010 2:41 AM

188 10 Aug 24, 2010 2:42 AM

189 Almost all of the above as I believe they will hit us all together or very close
together

Aug 24, 2010 2:44 AM

190 #6 is the line in the sand.  Money and food issues should be anticipated, but
brutality by government agents is war.  

Regards,
Proud member of the JPFO

Aug 24, 2010 2:44 AM

191 Pick any of the above.  As is, I've been enjoying working in the third world with
corrupt people more than in the US, as both are corrupt but third world nations
don't have the monitoring infrastructure that the US now has.

Aug 24, 2010 2:45 AM

192 Maybe- 1, 4, 5, 7, 11

Definitely - 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 14

Never - 3 (its gone anyway), 9 (only a looser would use this excuse),

Aug 24, 2010 2:46 AM

193 Personally, I think it is just as foolish to tell the enemies of liberty just how close
they can come to lighting our fuse without actually lighting it, as it is to tell the
Taliban we're going to pull our troops out of Iraq or Afghanistan by a certain date.
The answers this survey requests are answers I'd rather not have our Occupation
Government knowing.

Aug 24, 2010 2:47 AM

194 1-14 Aug 24, 2010 2:47 AM

195 10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America Aug 24, 2010 2:49 AM

196 I'm not sure if there is only "one line". If the government actively threatened my
family or friends, I might become an insergant on the run. If the government starts
killing people, I would forment a revolution starting in my own neighborhood. If the
local police start killing people, I might become a sniper with my weapon stash. I
am a 3 persenter, but I am also a 'quiet man'. I may be one of the ones picked up
as subversive first, but if not, I will be working to overthrow the tyrants.

Aug 24, 2010 2:51 AM

197 The line in the sand has long been crossed.(now it's when will the last straw be
placed) There is a time and place for everything. First we must all put on THE
FULL ARMOR OF GOD.  Only then will the time and place if any become clear.
 We have been (or allowed ourselves to be) made slaves. The fruits of are labor
are taken from us to fund 1-14 above, to sacrifice unborn children for
convienience etc.  GOD gave us our 2nd amendment rights, not our founding
fathers, we need to seek his help. Pray for our country and our leaders.

Aug 24, 2010 2:54 AM
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198 6) Any government agency coming here and abusing my family is just cause for
self defense by any means needed and the agents will leave in bags or on their
own feet - their decision.
10) The UN has ABSOLUTELY no business meddling in The United States
Internal affairs. At the point they do it's time to remove them and any American
politicians who cooperate with them permanently by force if needed.

Aug 24, 2010 2:54 AM
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199 1. Subsumation of our sovereignty to ANY "international community" organization.
2. United Nations troops on our streets.

3. ANY weapons confiscations. 

FROM one of my frequent Human Events posts:

"...I have NO recollection whatsoever of being relieved of my OATH to protect and
defend the CONSTITUTION from all enemies foreign and DOMESTIC!

Do ANY of you other vets recall being relieved of your OATH?

If it is still safe to express one's opinion without Osama's "National civilian defense
force", (German translation: 'GESTAPO') kicking in the door to MURDER you....
there are MILLIONS of CITIZENS who will stand to defend our CONSTITUTION
and tens of THOUSANDS ready, willing and able to form sniper teams. 

The global-socialists do, and will, understand ONLY one phrase stated by their
revered leader Mao: paraphrased;

"All power comes from the barrel of a gun."

Axiom of Jingo John:
"A generals worst nightmare is a CITIZEN with a rifle in every window."

Recommendations: 
1. Go buy a decent bolt action or semi-auto "big bore" (.30+) with a 10x scope.

2. Study and adapt to modern times:
FRANCIS MARION; "The Swamp Fox", Considered one of the fathers of modern
guerrilla warfare and credited in the lineage of the United States Army Rangers
Marion rarely committed his men to frontal warfare, but repeatedly surprised
larger bodies of Loyalists or British regulars with quick surprise attacks and
equally quick withdrawal from the field.

ALSO; NATHAN BEDFORD FORREST; "The Wizard of the Saddle", (forget the
KKK argument) he was a GENIUS with "SMALL UNIT" and "SHOOT and
SCOOT" tactics. (Apply his thinking with motorcycles, trucks, 4x4s or cars.
Allegedly, the 'Blitzkrieg' was based on his thinking.)

AND; Of course, "The Art of War" by Sun Tzu who was also a great military
teacher, strategist and philosopher. 
(The TRANSLATION by USMC General Samuel B. Griffith, brings a Warriors
perspective to the work of a previous Warrior and is the BEST VERSION by a
wide margin.) 

ARM YOURSELF AND PREPARE 
TO DEFEND THE CONSTITUTION OF THE USA! 

ARM YOURSELF AND PREPARE 
TO DEFEND THE SOVEREIGNTY OF THE USA!

ARM YOURSELF AND PREPARE 
TO DEFEND THE BORDERS OF THE USA!

“If you will not fight for right when you can easily win without blood shed; 
if you will not fight when your victory is sure and not too costly; 
you may come to the moment when you will have to fight with all the odds against
you and only a precarious chance of survival. 

There may even be a worse case. 
You may have to fight when there is no hope of victory, because it is better to
perish than to live as slaves.” 
Sir Winston Churchill. ...."

Aug 24, 2010 2:55 AM
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200 When the government comes to take my children and place them in government
schools where they would be indoctrinated in a socialist/humanist/secular
worldview.  That is my line in the sand.

Aug 24, 2010 2:57 AM

201 Any of the following would do it:

The Supreme Court declaring the Second Amendment null and void.
The UN small arms treaty becoming law in America.
Religion attacked by the Government, such as including the murdering of
ministers/rabbi/priests, or the widespread burning of churches or synogogues, by
Government employees, or by invited UN troops.
The Supreme Court declaring any of the Bill of Rights null and void.  (Harboring of
troops, homeless persons, or whatnot would qualify;  also, so would the
rescinding of the First Amendment, whether for freedom of speech, the right to
assemble, or for freedom of religion, or, for that matter, suspending/rescinding any
of the other ten amendments in the Bill of Rights.)
Martial law being declared to have a national firearms confiscation day (or week
or month or whatever.)
Government agents confiscating firearms, a la Katrina.
The UN invited into the US to confiscate property or firearms from US Citizens.
The banning and confiscation of ammunition, for this would render firearms
inoperative.

Aug 24, 2010 2:58 AM

202 No. 8, Fraudulent elections.    Many of the other items in the list may follow after
fraudulent elections.  Fraudulent elections can be used to give the appearance of
legitimacy to the items in the list which will follow the elections.

Aug 24, 2010 2:59 AM

203 If and when the government (Fed, State or local) comes out into the open and
brutally attempts to take away our major freedoms (speech, property, self-
defense, etc.) it will be time to actively oppose them with whatever level of effort
or force it takes. 

It's become very clear that at the national level, the government is not working to
the benefit of the people but rather to serve the interests of multinational
corporations, banks and globalists that wish to install a one-world socialist regime,
with the people under total control. This cannot, nor will be tolerated. Obviously,
it's preferable to reverse the current trends peacefully, through the electoral
process, however, this may not be possible as the system has been rigged to
present the people with very little choice when it comes to candidates from the
major political parties, There's essentially no difference in the results we get from
either the Fascist Republicans or Socialist Democrats.

Aug 24, 2010 3:01 AM

204 9) - You realize you have nothing to lose. Aug 24, 2010 3:02 AM

205 All items on your list are already in effect to some degree - those lines in the sand
would have to be very wide and blurry. I  have to go with number 9) - I realize that
I have nothing to lose and potentially much to gain by rebelling while I still can.

Aug 24, 2010 3:10 AM

206 Brutality by government agents against  me or my family members.  This would
provoke a wider response on my part to find affiliation with a freedom fighting
group to fight with for my rights.

Aug 24, 2010 3:14 AM

207 I would say #8(Fraudulent elections) Aug 24, 2010 3:17 AM

208 6 Aug 24, 2010 3:18 AM
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209 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?
4) - Food shortages?
5) - Losing your home?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
7) - Another tax increase?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

any of the above.

Aug 24, 2010 3:23 AM

210 Any further restrictions upon firearms ownership by innocent civilians,
hyperinflation (caused of necessity by the government through the Federal
Reserve System), price controls, further government restrictions upon land use,
and policies similarly despotic in nature will induce me to openly rebel against the
federal government.  I cannot venture an educated guess as to the outcome of the
upcoming Congressional elections; I do not believe that Republicans will generally
be inclined to correct the lamentable state of present affairs as even many of
those candidates in primaries that enjoy the most support from 'tea party' groups
are not particularly conservative (consider JD Hayworth, for instance, for he bills
himself as the only conservative alternative to John McCain whilst Jim Deakin, a
man of true principle, enjoys little media attention) whilst even such candidates
will hardly attain a supermajority in Congress.  I earnestly desire the secession of
as many states as possible; it is even more important, however, that Americans
repent and get right with YHWH through His Son Yahusha Messiach immediately.
Sincerely, Caleb Petersen

Aug 24, 2010 3:24 AM

211 Personally, I'm very close.
The final straw will be if the Republicans fail to overturn the obamagenda and
continue down the path of least resistance.
I don't have much hope, nor do I think we have the time to see it play out, but
that's when I go to guns.
For the sake of my kids future.

Aug 24, 2010 3:24 AM

212 My government is suppose to be run by me.  It is being run by itself.  It has no
soul, no purpose, no ethics, no morals and no one trying to step in.  Eventually my
government will explode and I will be the one that is hurt by the shrapnel.  

My line in the sand has already been passed, when they passed the law to make
me purchase something I do not want, health insurance run by the government.

Aug 24, 2010 3:26 AM

213 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?

2 and 6

Aug 24, 2010 3:30 AM

214 All of the above will make me "LOCK AND LOAD" Aug 24, 2010 3:32 AM

215 8 or 9 would do it for me Aug 24, 2010 3:40 AM

216 For myself, I think suspended elections more than fraudulent elections would be a
tripwire? There is also the thought that we Americans might very well vote
ourselves into that very situation(or perhaps we already have).
Ideally, while we still have the vote, we have the power to control the govt. When
our vote no longer counts, then we have lost control of the govt, and all of the
possible bad situations that one can think of are likely to happen. 
That is when:
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?

Aug 24, 2010 3:41 AM

217 Any of the above. Aug 24, 2010 3:46 AM
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218 I chose number 34 Aug 24, 2010 3:58 AM

219 # 11 has already occured.

My lines in the sand:
2 
4
8
9
10
12
13
14

Getting close now!

Aug 24, 2010 3:59 AM

220 It will probably end up being a combination of several of the above and some not
listed. The problem with a rebellion at this time is that most people are not worth
fighting for and I would have to believe that we would end up with a more limited
government. 
I would add:15. mass amnesty of illegals in this country should be added to the
list'
                  16. Hyper inflation caused by the Federal Reserve.
                  17. Adoption of a multi country currency, ie the amero, or some other
issue.
                   18. Any form of government take over of private market retirement
assets(401, SEP, IRAs)
  As a friend of mine likes to say nothing will change until they are afraid to go to
sleep at night, just another way of saying when the government fears the people
there is Liberty.

Aug 24, 2010 4:01 AM

221 firearms confiscation or abolition of private property rights

PLUS - numbers 1,2,6,9

Aug 24, 2010 4:07 AM
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222 I don't understand exactly how to put down my answer but will explain my position
as well as I can in this limited time and space.
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?
4) - Food shortages?
5) - Losing your home?
7) - Another tax increase?
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
There are possible situations where each of these would be acceptable and also
where each would not be acceptable and that is the situation in answering most of
your questions.
11) - Your religion is attacked by government. This is already happening as I am a
Christian supporter of Israel. The reason for the way I answered is that many
people call themselves Christian that are not true Christians.
1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
I believe the #'s 1-6-8-9-10-12 are all good reasons and believe that some if not
all either have or are currently being done in this country at particular places but I
can't point out without doubt such things happening.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life. Does not
pertain to me but would be in last group but group is a very important word in
doing anything about certain if not all of these  situations. 14) - Public schools
instruct your children to report on your private life. I left this for last for two reasons
one is that I have no children in school and if I did and found out about it alone
what could I reasonablely do but yes it does fall into the action situation? Alone
none of us no matter how bad we might think we are can really do anything.
Remember postal workers, workers who killed those who in their mind and I
cannot say for sure either way the truth of each individual situation those who in
their mind did them wrong but did they accomplish anything?. I think my answers
are along with the reasoning given along with them make how I believe clear
enough for most to understand. The only way use of weapons can be the answer
for our country is something that might be worse and that is the military in charge.
Without direct communication between all individuals who might desire using the
second amendment as an answer to government power being overused is
impossible in our age.  We might have this being read now and maybe you who
read this can be informants but my last and to me very important point is that our
communication can be cut off without notice. If you desire further understanding of
my personal beliefs about the future you know how to get in touch with me.

Aug 24, 2010 4:08 AM

223 Frankly, we're already WELL past my "line in the sand" and the only reason I'm
not already taking up my stockpile is because I don't want to end up dead FOR
NO GOOD PURPOSE.

Were there an uprising of any size, I'd join in a SECOND.  If some state should
decide to secede, I'd take a few days to try to sell all my goods en-masse, pack a
vehicle and RUN to join their defense.

Otherwise, I can only answer what the man said when asked "what is obscenity"?

I can't really tell you - but I'll know it when I see it!!

Your list contains some items which I'd say were "IT" - others would need to be a
combination.

Aug 24, 2010 4:10 AM
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224 I'd say 12 of 14 have been carried out already at various levels of government and
in different places, and by both major political parties.  Those with the authority
pass it off as "isolated cases of a few bad apples." Strange, then, that the WORST
apples are PROMOTED, keep their pensions and end up on the lucrative speaker
circuit lecturing about ethics in government, as Janet Reno did at Baylor
University IN WACO. Often the "few bad apples" include mayors, police chiefs
and sheriffs, governors and other constitutional officers. It does not appear to be
random at all, but a growing trend of authoritarianism.
    Personally, I would add Rep. Charles Rangel's two-year mandatory government
servitude bill, if it passes. Our public schools already tend to MANDATE
"volunteerism" for a passing grade and the right to graduate. Conditioning.
   Licensing political speech by charging bloggers a business license fee of ANY
amount (Philadelphia demands $300).
   I do not expect to ever collect any Social Security or Medicare benefits, though I
have paid into the system involuntarily for 30 years.  My severance pay at layoff
over a year ago and the cashing out of my 401(k) to reduce debt were taxed at a
HIGHER rate than my salary because of the lump sum. My congressman assures
me that the money will be spent wisely.  It never occurred to him to write a bill
easing the tax burden of the other millions in the same position, since national
policies have brought us here. He is not one of those who asks "How are we
going to PAY FOR this tax cut?", forgetting that it is OUR money, but he seems
not to be aware of the pain index for the average person these days, or pretends
not to be.
  Small businesses are being taxed and regulated out of existence, and large ones
are taking advantage of the global labor market and shedding American workers.
Such a system cannot continue for long.
  If we cannot get all the incumbents out of the federal government and the
unelected bureaucracy that keeps the momentum going as the Uniparty changes
uniforms, and reverse course...  
  Patrick Henry remarked that the colonists had done everything possible to avert
the storm, but that being spurned from the foot of the throne when begging for
redress of grievances made him welcome it.
  There are no thrones in modern America, but there are some very fine suites of
office furniture in government offices that cost more than the median annual
income.

Aug 24, 2010 4:12 AM

225 1,2,3,4,5,6,8,9,10,12,13,14 Aug 24, 2010 4:15 AM

226 I don't know yet, but I will know it when I see it. Aug 24, 2010 4:22 AM

227 10. U N small arms treaty becomes law in America and the UN comes in to our
country and tries to enforce this unlawful action. 

having no services left after run away inflation will lead to bloodshed also- once
we have Zimbabwean inflation and our money is completely worthless...martial
law will be called from this- and the elections will be canceled before Nov
anyhow....any of this sound about right?

Aug 24, 2010 4:23 AM

228 Number 6,  With number 1 being a close second. Aug 24, 2010 4:25 AM

229 I think the moment has passed.  I wasn't even alive for it, but my line in the sand
would have been the NFA Act of 1934.  The entirety of the FDR government,
which we still live in today, should have ended with the Mussolini treatment.

Aug 24, 2010 4:27 AM
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230 4) - Food shortages?
5) - Losing your home?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

Aug 24, 2010 4:32 AM

231 The 14 reasons you listed are certainly all viable, but how about mandatory
vaccines that contain carcinogenic additives?

Aug 24, 2010 4:40 AM

232 Just about any of the above. Aug 24, 2010 4:47 AM

233 #2 Martial Law
and/or Taking Away My Gun Rights.

Aug 24, 2010 4:49 AM

234 2., 6., 8., 10., 12., Aug 24, 2010 4:51 AM

235 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?
4) - Food shortages?
5) - Losing your home?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
7) - Another tax increase?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

Aug 24, 2010 4:57 AM

236 My line in the sand has long since been drawn when the goons decided to audit
me over 20 years ago!!  I have not participated in the 'federal corporation' or USA,
Inc, since.  
I do not own a firearm, but probably should be trained and armed as this is what
our founding fathers envisioned.  They were escaping from monarchy, oligarchy
and its tyranny, and certainly encompassed the second amendment within the
founding documents for that very reason!!!
At this time, thanks to the internet and organizations like JPFO, the shadow
government (oligarchy, puppet masters, 'Money trust', bankster/gangster owner
controllers) are completely unmasked and their treacherous war/fear
mongering/profiteering machinations are crystal clear to all and any who have
eyes to see and ears to hear.  There eminent demise is palpable..   CAN'T
WAIT!!!!!!

Aug 24, 2010 5:08 AM

237 AT LEAST 6,9,10,11,12, 13, Aug 24, 2010 5:08 AM
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238 Every thing on the message Craig @ Ohio Valley Law School.com has and he is
drawling the line in the harden concrete the feet of iron clay the house built on
sand, whereas I'm very dedicated and I'm not going to take anymore #$%^ from
any GOV. Whoever. I spent the last 10 years sharping my pencil on both ends
and now I'm ready ready ready to start writing federal complaint after complaint till
their is NO end in site. 
  I wish others would blaze that trail but they seem not to care ie. Give me another
government welfare check please.[Wickard vs. Filburn, U.S. Supreme Court Case
Summary & Oral Argument] The Most Lazy people always insist on someone else
always doing all the legal hard work,, stop being a softback weak man-baby learn
law and stand up fore your God Given rights of self defense/property rights. 
  I have been very blessed in moving cases in court only to bring other cases out
of that underline case sue sue sue wake up cry baby wake up no time to cry with
you time to fight on paper!!! THERE ARE NO PAPER PUNKS IN PAPER FOX
HOLES PRAYING IS THE FIRST STEP TO PAPER COMBAT!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
                  I WILL NOT TAKE THIS ''chicanery''                                                
1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?
4) - Food shortages?
5) - Losing your home?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
7) - Another tax increase?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.
15)- The right to home School.
16)-The Right to arrest some one for crimes by Affidavit.
17)-Drug dealing Cops.DRC
18)-Government SPYING Fusion Centers.ACLU

                                                                     Respectfully Submitted Craig

Aug 24, 2010 5:12 AM

239 All of the above Aug 24, 2010 5:13 AM

240 We have reached my line in the sand.  I will tolerate NO more government
interference in my life.  Our founders rebelled at conditions that weren't nearly as
bad as what we're facing now.  I only hope that when the ball drops patriots will
come to the aid of those of us who are choosing to fight.  I'd rather give my life
than submit to more tyranny.  I'm willing to give the elections in November a
chance.  A lot will depend on what happens then.

Aug 24, 2010 5:28 AM

241 6 of those 15 would justify bloodshed imo Aug 24, 2010 5:29 AM

242 9) - You realize you have nothing to lose
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family

Aug 24, 2010 5:43 AM

243 You realize you have nothing to loose. Aug 24, 2010 5:50 AM

244 # 9 Aug 24, 2010 5:51 AM

245 1, 2, 6,8,10,11,12 Aug 24, 2010 5:51 AM

246 when i no longer have the freedom to worship, i will bear arms.
when my children are threatened for their faith or heritage, i will bear arms.
when these things happen to others, and not me or mine, i will bear arms,
knowing i am next.

Aug 24, 2010 5:57 AM
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247 All are excellent scenarios. When the economy goes into another depression and
the crime rate peaks, look for martial law. Then all the other scenarios will fall in
place. After amnesty for the illegals I look for high ammo taxes or an outright ban.
(then the round-up of those that don't turn in their weapons) but I think the next
war fought on American soil will be Muslims vs Christians. And that takeover is
already started from within.

Aug 24, 2010 6:00 AM

248 Now! If not now then when?  If history teachs anything it teaches that the state
never retreats in its demands.  As such any action delayed is flirting with death!

Aug 24, 2010 6:01 AM

249 Those are all very good lines in the sand...
All that you list have happened. Honest men are in Jail right now are they not?
Is one a fool to say the 1968 gun control act  was my line in the sand?
But a line in the sand to give permission to do what? Have a third war of
independance?
Do we have a George Washington to lead us? or do we go mad max? Are we
really talking about precipitating a breakdown into anarchy as a better alternative
to proggressive socialism and world slavery under that or eventualy Islam? The
battle has been a long time coming... But will the world sit back and watch? 
I understand that Thomas Jefferson believed that "in the end, if there is but one
man and one woman, One Adam and One Eve left alive in every nation and that
they are free.... then it will be worth it..." somethng like that... 
I believe he is correct...
We outnumber the enemy about 80 to 1... we have more arms as American
Civilians then are possesed by all the forign armies and private owers of firearms
in the world.... Did we not just puirchace as many firearms and ammunition as is
possesed buy the Chinese and Indian Militaries combined in only the first three
months of the Obamanation? I think even the main stream press mentioned that
with alarm... 
So let loose the dogs of war and bring forth a general who will lead us....

Aug 24, 2010 6:20 AM

250 Gun consfiscation and 1-14. Aug 24, 2010 6:21 AM

251 It's already been crossed, it's just that WE THE PEOPLE are still too chickenshit
to act on it.
Their numbers are only less than 2000, even less if the big players are the main
concern.
So what's stopping us..................PLEASE TELL ME

Aug 24, 2010 6:36 AM

252 We have already had fraudulent elections and nothing was done.
Any one of the remaining could be cause for a desperately needed revolution in
this country.

Aug 24, 2010 6:37 AM

253 If Americans are ever to successfully stand up against tyranny, I believe it would
have to be as an act of state and regional alliances. When one individual suddenly
reaches his "line in the sand" and snaps violently into action, perhaps killing a few
local police officers or maybe a feds, very little would really be accomplished
beyond the news article and the widespread condemnation of the crazy extremist
with a gun. But when the states pass resolutions of where their line will be, and
governors resolve to stand firm on that line, the freemen of that state will band
together to once again exercise their second amendment right as envisioned by
our founding fathers. Whenever I hear talk of armed resistance, I tend to warn
against individual action; scattered individuals are very easily killed and erased
from the public memory.

Aug 24, 2010 6:44 AM

254 no. 10 Aug 24, 2010 6:47 AM

255 How about any of the above?  Or let us add the start of new wars,
amnesty/continuation of ignoring the immigration issue, or more RINOs and
DINOs (bullshit politicians in general) getting elected by a sheepish-nation of
useful idiots.  At this point, I do not require more reasons to use my Second
Amendment rights to thwart a tyrannical government, I am desparately trying to
convince myself that now is not the time.  Violence should absolutely be the last
option taken...I am afraid the list of options is growing shorter by the day.
Kyle, III-per
We are Everywhere!!!

Aug 24, 2010 6:49 AM
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256 Unconstitutional violation of my rights by government agents or the rights of my
family.

Aug 24, 2010 7:04 AM

257 1-14 yes Aug 24, 2010 7:44 AM

258 9) - You realize you have nothing to lose? Aug 24, 2010 8:39 AM

259 any of the above Aug 24, 2010 8:43 AM

260 10 Aug 24, 2010 8:44 AM

261 You realize you have nothing to lose? Aug 24, 2010 9:02 AM

262 Any of these could cause me to use my second amendment right against a
renegade government, or anyone else that was responsible for taking my freedom
or natural rights away from me.  That includes my right to defend my family,
friends, myself, my country, or my property.  How dare those that are elected to
represent my interests turn around and sacrifice my rights for the interests for
those of the corporations.  Anyone that violates his/her oath of office deserves jail
time or worse, depending upon the casualty of that violation.

Aug 24, 2010 9:09 AM

263 You have listed so many good opinions here, it is hard to choose one. I think all of
them would be reason to take arms againt the goverment. I would say martial law,
and having your children reporting on what I do to the goverment.
Next would be the small arms tready with the U N, that would be against our
second amendment.
Also I would say our own goverment trying to take away my guns, being brutal
against me and my family.

Aug 24, 2010 9:21 AM

264 Foreign soldiers enforcing unconstitutional laws.I will shoot the sons of bitches! Aug 24, 2010 9:23 AM

265 All of the above. Aug 24, 2010 9:39 AM

266 #2 #4 #8 Aug 24, 2010 10:03 AM

267 2, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14 Aug 24, 2010 10:28 AM

268 I will reveal my answer when they cross the line! Aug 24, 2010 10:41 AM
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269 is this a line in the sand?

family member lost his job, home. sold everything he had, bought used motor
home and are living in it.
They made it to Florida with every penny they had. That is why I asked them to
come here. To help them out.
They came all the way from New Mexico to Florida to stay on our land. I asked
them too.
We have 7+ acres of agricultural land. With horses. 
He had only been on my land for 9 days when  neighbor called and said we were
a health nuisance due to improper sewage dumping.
This is what health dept man came out and said. 
I asked him if he saw any sewage on the ground because there is none, it all goes
into the holding tank of motor home, and so does the bath water. So how are we
violating any code of law on contaminating land, when there is none.?"
Then he stated that he did not see any sewage on the ground or smell it. then
began to ask me a pile of questions, like who was hooked up to my satellite dish
etc...
he also came through a posted gate that was not locked but was closed with lock,
asked some one else if he could come in our yard that was also posted. the
person he asked does not own our land...?
any ways He ticked me off and we began to butt heads. He then started to quote
the structure code law against me.
But we live in a unrestricted area? That is why we bought this land. 
Then he tells me I have to remove my guest from my land, but would not give me,
or show me the law or code where he had the right to evict some one off my land
if there is no violation, other than building code ,nor would he give me in writing,
how long the county says some one can stay on my land in a motor home using
the internal utilities?  He just said verbally 2 or 3 days, maybe two weeks. 
Because it is a structure and we are not allowed to have a structure where people
are living in with out proper disposal of waist like septic tank, but we could go
apply for all the permits to do this and that.
But the code he showed me was speaking about pubic places like fair grounds,
construction sites gathering of large group of people like park. etc...nothing to do
with private land.
The motor home is not a fixed structure, it is a vehicle made to live and is self
contained.  it cost $10.00 to empty out at the empty station in town.
He said we had to put in another septic tank or modify the one we have and pay
pile of $ for the permits.  $1000 bucks compared to $10.00
My question is this....
There was not violation on a health hazard issue, so now the county is trying to
use a structure code against us, that mentions nothing about motor home on
private land.
Then... they send me email staing that TO HELP PEOPLE DURING THIS
ECONOMIC CRISES,... 
JUST THIS WEEK THE COUNTY BUILDERS ORG WAS GOING TO ALLOW
MOTOR HOME s TO TAKE RESIDENCE AS LONG AS THEY STAY MOBILE.
THEY CAN HOOK UP TO WATER, POWER, AND DISPOSE OF WAIST
PROPERLY. BUT THE COUNTY HAS TO APPROVE THE MANNER OF WAIST
DISPOSAL. 
HERE IS THE CATCH.....THEY WILL NOT ALLOW YOU TO USE PUBLIC DUMP
STATIONS FOR MOTOR HOMES AND ARE REFUSING TO ACCEPT A
RECEIPT FROM DESIGNATED DUMP STATION AS PROPER DISPOSAL.
IT ONLY COST $10.00 TO EMPTY OUT AT THE PROPER DISPOSAL SITE,
AND THE COUNTY CHARGES ARE IN THE HUNDREDS?
HOW ARE HEY HELPING THE CRISES ISSUE, AND WHY ARE THEY
REFUSING LEGAL DESIGNATED DUMPING STATIONS AS UN PROPER
DISPOSAL?
HOW CAN THEY DENY USAGE OF A PUBLIC FACILITY THAT IS DESIGNED
FOR THAT PURPOSE, TO THE PUBLIC?

THE NEIGHBOR I AM SUSPECTING CALLED ON US, DOES NOT LIKE THE
FACT THAT SUKKOT IS COMING UP AND WE WANTED TO OFFER A
SECTION OF OUR LAND FOR THAT PURPOSE.
WHEN I TOLD THEM MY RELIGIOUS STATUS, THE WIFE WALKED BEHIND
HER HUSBAND TO HIDE BEHIND HIM, WITH HER HEAD DOWN AND A RED
FACE. 
I AM SUSPECTING THEY DON'T CARE FOR MY RELIGIOUS CHOICE. HAH!

But any ways I am Irate about the issue and want to pursue fighting it.

Mrs Lanham

Aug 24, 2010 10:43 AM
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270 8.  6. 10. are all high on the list.  If any of these conditions happen in tandem, the
2nd ammendment could be enough to cause a armed reaction

Aug 24, 2010 10:44 AM

271 If Congress reinstates a "New and Improved" "Assault" Weapons ban. Aug 24, 2010 10:44 AM

272 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?-Possibly
depends on the Govt's Role
2) - How about Martial law?-Most likely
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?-No, this will
happen anyway
4) - Food shortages?-Again depends on the govt's role and reaction
5) - Losing your home?-Depends, did the govt have a direct role (Federal, state,
or local govt)
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?-Damn right!!!
7) - Another tax increase?-Depends on the size and effect
8) - Fraudulent elections?-Yes
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?-Yes
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America-Yes
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.-Yes
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)-Yes
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.-Yes
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.-In a
heartbeat, Yes!!!

Aug 24, 2010 10:59 AM

273 The first question is what does :
The line in the sand " mean to me .
Deadly force in retaliation to acts committed upon me by another with out me
instigating that action .
I believe for me it will be an aggregate of things not just one ... Pressure builds
then " pop " .
There are a couple of things that I believe will make me go to guns in an instant or
in short order .
1. Some one entering my home with out being invited or without a warrant .
     No one... No one comes into this house without my permission .
2. ( now this will seem odd ) Being forced to hook up to a public sewer system .
    We live in the country in the house my dad and uncle built . Dad was a plumber
... septic works fine .
    If a public sewer system goes in I may be forced under law to join it . I'm not
going to .
3. Martial Law declaration . The Constitution does not allow for ML.
I could go on and on ... events will dictate if the gun is used to regain my freedom

Aug 24, 2010 11:03 AM

274 Firearm registration. Aug 24, 2010 11:08 AM

275 When they decide to take my rifle. Aug 24, 2010 11:13 AM

276 answer 1,2,4,6,8,10,13 Aug 24, 2010 11:14 AM

277 As all other scenerios are either in the works, or are taking place, it's when we
have nothing left to lose.
The founders pledged their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor, in defense
of liberty.

We may soon be up against an enemy that's happy to deprive us of all three. Ask
yourselves then, will you accept the humiliation and subjegation of your families
with bowed head and bent knees, or will you stand and say NO MORE!

Aug 24, 2010 11:23 AM
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278 Brutality by government agents against you and your family. 

If you want to read about gov't brutality against citizens then check out the Rocky
and Leon Houston trial in Roane County TN (Kingston).  Three murder trials for
these guys killing a cop and his "ride along friend (armed)" and the jury cound not
return a guilty verdict...EVER!!!  

Our Government is brutal and they have already overstepped their bounds
thousands of times all to the detriment of our citizens.    The Houstons PROVED
they had reason to fear for their lives from the local Police Department and the
jury verdicts back them up...

Now the local officials are placing new charges to jail them because they could
not prove they "murdered" the deputies - they protected themselves and are now
being persecuted under any of the thousands of local, county, state and federal
laws that are used to control us.   If you can't control them then incarcerate them!!!
Stay armed and Stay Alive!!!

God Bless JPFO - I am not Jewish but stand with you and our Free America!

Aug 24, 2010 11:24 AM

279 I suppose it would be when I realize I have have nothing left to lose.

I am peacefully opposed to most of what our Federal government has become.
However, having spent my adult life in the U.S. Military, I take very seriously my
oath to support and defend the constitution.  As such, I believe we have many
tools available to us to right the wrongs that have been perpetrated against our
system by the "progressives".  

Violence will not work because too many people are sheep and will not take up
arms.  Also, the Federal government commands a military force that is far better
equiped and trained and, for the most part, committed to obeying orders.  While
some may revolt, the vast majority, just like in Nazi Germany, will go along with
the program.

We have to use EVERY available, legal, peaceful means to take back control of
the Congress BEFORE any dictator declares martial law.  IF that ever happens,
then none of us will have anything left to lose except our mortal lives.  At that time,
Patrick Henry's words will ring clear.  "Is life so sweet or peace so dear as to be
purchased with chains and slavery? I Know not course others may take, but as for
me, give me LIBERTY or give me DEATH!"

Aug 24, 2010 11:34 AM
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280 1)  I've never had much money so losing it in a banking shutdown wouldn't be as
big a deal for me as for most.  If it were to happen I think I would be more
concerned with what other people would do and how I would have to react to
them.
2)  Martial law...  Unless the administration were to bring in a foreign army to
administer it I doubt it could succeed.
3)  Cutting SS and Medicare would make life more difficult (and perhaps shorter)
but we'd survive.
4)  Again, as with the banking question, I'd be more concerned with what the
masses did.
5)  Lose my home?  If I were to leave it a squatter would move in.  I might as well
be that squatter.
6)  If I were able to, I woud forcibly resist assault by the "Jackboots."
7)  Taxes are going to increase.  The time will come when I won't be able to pay
them all but that will be the case with millions of others too.  It's already starting.  
8)  Don't you mean "another fraudulent election"?  The Florida recount debacle
was bad, though my guy "won," and the 2008 election was a farce on many
counts but the recount held in Washington State had to have set a new low
standard.  If it gets worse than that I think I might have to take issue with those
who controlled it.
9)  The most dngerous man in the world is the one who has nothing to lose.  I
don't know how dangerous I'd be to anyone else but I'd try.
10)  If the UN Small arms treaty were to become law I'd simply ignore it until the
jackboots came.  Then...  (See #6 above.)
11)  My religion is already under attack by the government... as is yours.  Any G-d
we might worship, other than government itself, is under attack.  Were the
government to close my Church I'd simply worship somewhere else.  Remember
the catacombs?
12)  We already share our home with homeless people.
13)  They can audit if they want,that doesn't mean I'll pay any of their penalties.
14)  I no longer have children in public schools though my grandchildren attend.  I
think I've impressed upon them the values of freedom and family.  If not then I
deserve whatever happens.

Addendum:  I have my "Line in the Sand," but to delineate it and then show the
world just where it is would invite those on the other side to approach it with little
fear of retaliation.  It's there and I know where it is.  It's better if those "Others"
have wonder just when they're getting close and if they have to expect incoming
fire.  Instilling uncertainty in the enemy is always a good tactic.

Aug 24, 2010 11:36 AM

281 Many items on this list could light the " fuse " in me to take action but, the top five
reasons for me to take matters into my own hands are as follows:
1- UN small arms treaties that would disarm law abiding citizens that have guns
already. This would be at the top of the list that would provoke me.
2- Brutality by government agents/agencies. This shows me that our government
is going in the direction of nazi Germany, and other countries that have killed
millions of thier own people for religious, ethical beliefs, etc.
3- When the public schools have our own children siy on the parents at home and
report back to whoever and start making a list on what we do privately!!!
4- My religion is attacked by the government-this would get me going pretty quick
also! I just hope and pray that our own police and military forces would see
through what is happening and come to our side to fight against these " obsenities
" that will be thrust upon us!!!!

Joe Ellis

Aug 24, 2010 11:41 AM

282 1 / 5 / 12 Aug 24, 2010 11:45 AM

283 10) UN Small Arms Treaty Aug 24, 2010 11:46 AM

284 8) - Fraudulent elections? Aug 24, 2010 11:50 AM
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285 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family? and 9) - You
realize you have nothing to lose?

Because they can make all the illegal laws they want... its only when they are
stupid enough to enforce them that it becomes "ALAMO" time.

Aug 24, 2010 11:54 AM

286 A combination of 1, 2, 4, 7 and 9. Aug 24, 2010 12:01 PM

287 my line in the sand will be #10 UN Small Arms Treaty, because that will no doubt
lead to uprising and will give this Administration reason to implement Martial Law,
unless they will use the building of this Mosque as a reason instead.At this point in
time I strongly feel that Martial Law is only a question of when, not 'if'' anymore,
and sadly, I've already felt the need to be precaucious to hide most of our guns
and ammo and food....Lord help us all...

Aug 24, 2010 12:05 PM

288 All of these above provocations but any ONE is enough to get my bald head
smoking.

Aug 24, 2010 12:06 PM

289 When I feel the need to move my family to a more remote area of the country to
preserve my freedom is when I'll take a stand. This happened a year ago.

Aug 24, 2010 12:08 PM

290 All of the above!!! Aug 24, 2010 12:12 PM

291 From the above choices, any of the following:  1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14

Unfortunately, I think it will be a matter of which one first.

Aug 24, 2010 12:17 PM

292 Yoy realize you have nothing left Aug 24, 2010 12:20 PM

293 #6 - Brutality by government agents against me and/or my family
#2 - Martial Law (confiscation of weapons)
#8 - Fraudulent elections
My State takes a stand against unconstitutional Federal laws and programs

Aug 24, 2010 12:20 PM

294 I think #8, as all the others will result after Novembers elections.
We are everywhere
Tom III

Aug 24, 2010 12:25 PM

295 The line is already drawn... Aug 24, 2010 12:26 PM

296 #6-brutality by goverment agents against my family or myself. Aug 24, 2010 12:28 PM

297 Government intrusion on my personal life and liberties. Aug 24, 2010 12:30 PM

298 when the government tries to take away our property and our freedoms and
liberties and makes us into criminals.  that when you go after the head of the
snake and kill it because you have nothing left to loose.  at that point (its take no
prisoners)   You take thier property and their lives because they will take yours.

Aug 24, 2010 12:36 PM

299 number 6, would be a major violation Aug 24, 2010 12:37 PM

300 1,2,6,8,9,10,11,12,14 - any of those are grounds in my opinion. The others are
things I can prepare for and overcome.

Aug 24, 2010 12:44 PM

301 Having been set up and sent to prison thanks to our friends in the BATFE was
enough for me.

Aug 24, 2010 12:50 PM

302 Its my belief that there are not enough people willing to sacrifice the things that
they have, to fight for freedom. Our nation has become lazy and ignorant. They
are all blind to the things going on in this country. Our once great nation has been
declawed and defanged. All we have now is a bunch of "keyboard commandos"
that claim they will fight. But when the gloves come off (IF they ever do) they will
all run scared like cockroaches when the lights come on. Otherwise someone
would have started something before now. So my line in the sand was when they
allowed public servants to search your home without a warrant. No warrant, its
called breaking and entering, a crime for most but legal for them.

Aug 24, 2010 12:51 PM

303 6 Aug 24, 2010 12:53 PM

304 #1 would do it for me; so would so would 2, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13. Aug 24, 2010 12:54 PM
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305 Lots.
1, 3, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13.
2 depending upon why.
14 My kids are in their 40's.

Aug 24, 2010 1:12 PM

306 What we are facing, in my opinion (which is shared by several of my circle of
friends), is "death by a thousand cuts."  This happens, is happening, as each of
the above listed scenarios occur.  The injustice of the attacks on freedom builds
until our backs are against the wall.    Yes - before my back is to the wall, I will
strike back, with force.  My letters to the Senators, to my Representatives, to the
President, etc. produce no results, only a "boiler-plate" responses designed to
placate me.  I will terminate the jack-booted-thugs before they get to my home, to
attack me for being a patriot, a church-goer, for having "hoarded" (emergency
preparedness) provisions for my family.  I will do as the Jews (my brothers) should
have done in Germany as the thugs claimed them one by one - exact a toll that
the oppressors will not want to bear.  Exact a price that will make them reluctant
to be government agents against us.  The Constitution, that wonderful document,
will be "hanging by a thread" with principled people struggling to preserve it.   If I
have nothing worth dying for, I have nothing worth living for.  The country in which
we live only vaguely resembles the country our Founding Fathers envisioned and
planned.  I am a military veteran and I will be true to my oath to defend the
Constitution against all enemies, foreign and domestic.
God bless our wonderful America!

Aug 24, 2010 1:20 PM

307 Nobody can give you freedom. Nobody can give you equality or justice or
anything. If you're a man, you take it. -- Malcolm X

No more free Wacos.

I aim now to live free.  Since I don't plan on any malum in se, I suspect I'll be left
alone for a time.  Let someone hundreds of miles away define me as
misbehaving.  I'm tired of living at the convenience of the state.

If it has to be by attrition, then it's Simon Jester time.

Aug 24, 2010 1:27 PM

308 1 The money is already devalued. 
2 Federal Martial Law? What are the troops doing? How are they acting?
3 My benifits are negligable as it stands.
4 I have a garden. And seeds. And live in the country.
5 Already paid for. Molon Labe.
6 Hasnt happened to me directly, but other people have been invaded by the
BATFE.
7 Cant get blood out of a tunip.
8 What do you mean Another Fraudulent election? Is there another kind in the
US?
9 All they can do is kill my body. I will fight to protect my children and
grandchildren.
10 Then let them come and get them. 
11 My religion is under attack by Muslims, Christians and Jews already.
12 If you dont work you dont eat. But since I am to far from the social amenities,
wont happen.
13 This is a moot point since I now am off the radar. Though they can find me.
14 Already happens to a certain extent.

If they mess with my family, I will fight back. However, I will not throw away my life
for nothing.
I dont see how any one thing is going to be the trigger now, today. It will take a
widespread
combination of 4, 6, 11 and 1. Followed by the Gov trying to enforce 10 with 2.

Aug 24, 2010 1:30 PM

309 When I realize that my children have nothing to lose and that elections don't
matter anymore.

Aug 24, 2010 1:32 PM

310 Any combination of #2, #6, #8, #12 Aug 24, 2010 1:32 PM
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311 My line is amongst all of those choices.  The government closing the banks and
freezing the money is a group line.  Martial law will bring about a quick and total
response (as long as I escape the initial round-up).  I hate to admit it, but I am all
for cutting social security and medicare, they won't exist if/when I retire anyway,
let me keep my money now, I can invest it more wisely in food/shelter/clothing/etc.
I have food, so a shortage won't necessarily be the line, but if/when "they" try to
take what I have saved for my faily and give it to others, then my line will have
been crossed.  I currently rent and have a very good relationship with my landlord,
but depending on the circumstances, taking my house could be a line.  Brutality
will not be tolerated, I can and will fight back.  I'd like to say tax increases and
fraudulent elections were a line, but those are already happening and "we the
people" haven't started fighting (this is a group line for me, not an individual one).
UN treaty will require UN enforcment, which would require foreign troops on our
soil, which would be an outright act of war against the American people.  I'm an
agnostic, but I recognize that most religions are already being attacked by
government (another group line).  Government will have to force me to share my
home against my will, and that will be very costly for both sides of the equation in
both life and materials.  IRS... I'm waiting for the audit, they can kiss my ass.  My
wife is pregnant, but we have already decided to homeschool.
Some things will evoke an individual response on my part, and I know that if I fight
back I will die, but they will pay dearly for taking my life.  The group lines listed
above... I will fight with others for their freedoms when they choose to stand up,
but because these are not necessarily my personal lines I am not willing to die
alone (I am willing to fight and die with others when needed).

Aug 24, 2010 1:34 PM

312 any attempt to "shut down the internet"

in connection with any of the above

8, 10, 11, 12,13 and 14 indicative of a complete suspension of the Constitution on
some level.

1 is a contract law violation, if the court system de facto or de jure says it's ok to
defraud account holders matters might require some extra judicial remedy.

9?  come on this is America, there is no where else to go.

Aug 24, 2010 1:36 PM

313 My line in the sand is when the US Fed. Gov. decides to take away my ability to
rebel against government oppression by banning firearms in the US in whatever
form that takes.

Aug 24, 2010 1:45 PM

314 Number 6 would do it and I'd resist with force.  Food shortages would cause me to
take food out of the forest; you know hunt in and out of season and in areas that
forbid hunting.
Number 8 would cause me to be disobedient by not paying my taxes and hooking
up with people to resist and maybe worse.  Number 10 would be the begining I'd
have a firearm with me at all times. Number 11 is an out-right violation of the
Constitution.  Go to church or temple and bring your gun and food/ water toilet
paper and a whole lot of ammo.  12- is what the communist do and when they
came with the new tenants there would be resistance.  Property rights are sacro-
sanct and government has no right to tell me who can live in my home. 13- I'd get
a lawyer to fight them and 14 I'd pull my kid out of school.  L sullivan

Aug 24, 2010 1:47 PM

315 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family? Aug 24, 2010 1:48 PM
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316 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money? - No
2) - How about Martial law? - Yes
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%? - No
4) - Food shortages? - No
5) - Losing your home? - Yes
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family? - Yes
7) - Another tax increase? - No
8) - Fraudulent elections? - Yes
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose? - Yes
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America - Yes
11) - Your religion is attacked by government. - Yes
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s) - Yes
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism. - Yes
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life. - Yes

Aug 24, 2010 1:52 PM

317 1) Maybe
2) Maybe
3) No
4) If my family is starving
5) No
6) Absolutely
7) Not yet
8) No
9) Yes
10) Ignore it
11) Yes
12) Yes
13) Maybe
14) No

Aug 24, 2010 1:52 PM

318 Any attempt to disarm me while I still have my mental faculties intact. Aug 24, 2010 1:53 PM

319 When the government finds the internet too threatening and shuts it down. Aug 24, 2010 1:53 PM

320 1,2,4,6,11,12 and maybe 8 (it depends on how quickly it resolves.  If it appears
that it might resolve without use of the 2a then I'd wait)

Aug 24, 2010 1:54 PM

321 Any one or all of the above. I find it hard to find any back-up. They seem to be
missing
some male ananomy between their legs.

Aug 24, 2010 2:03 PM

322 Criminalization of home food production.  "Safety" regulations making it illegal or
impractical for individuals to raise gardens and animals for their family and friends.

Any attempt by government to disrupt my food supply, I will view as a threat
against my life, and will respond accordingly.

Aug 24, 2010 2:03 PM

323 If either of two things happens (or, obviously, both): Free speech, in all forms, is
eliminated or severely curtailed; and/or the same occurs with regard to the
procurement and ownership of weapons.  That would leave no other recourse.

Aug 24, 2010 2:15 PM

324 All of the items listed (and then some) would be justification for an aggressive
defense. But the only question is, would any of them prompt the "critical mass"
that would be necessary for it to amount to anything but suicide by kop?

Aug 24, 2010 2:16 PM

325 All or any of the above Aug 24, 2010 2:20 PM

326 I say that if any of the above happen I stand ready and willing to draw the line in
the sand.I will join with my brothers and sisters in their march to remove this
corrupt governmnt.It is better to die on your feet,than to live on your knees.

Aug 24, 2010 2:22 PM

327 How about Martial law? Any thing below this would be enough to take action.
Even number one may be enough but as founders said we will hang together or
we will surely hang separately! As soon as I start my new job I will begin to
support JPFO! G-D bless you,America and Israel!

Aug 24, 2010 2:23 PM

328 9 Aug 24, 2010 2:24 PM
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329 This is a very thought provoking mental exercise, but which lacks an important
element.  Imagine if you will a lone mouse invading a small single family home.
That one mouse can certainly disturb some things, eat some food, tear up stuff,
make a mess, and maybe spread a little disease.  But, it's just one mouse . . .
easy to catch, easy to kill, easy to end that nasty little problem.  Two mice become
a little more troublesome.  Ten mice become terribly bothersome. One hundred
mice would seem almost unstoppable.  Now image you are the one mouse.  The
Second Amendment to the US Constitution is the strong arm of our Bill of Rights.
It's the muscle that allows the other rights to exist, yet still it is just words on a
time-worn page.  A corrupt and tyrannical government can easily obliterate that
"right" with all the others.  If only one mouse stands tall, he will be trodden to
death. Stomped out in one swift movement and no one will know and no one will
care.  It won't be until all the mice stand tall that the so-called "doomsday
provision" of our representative republic can be called into effect.

Aug 24, 2010 2:29 PM

330 There are so many reasons NOT to take up arms against an approaching-
tyrannical government... as Claire Wolfe has observed, "Don't shoot the
bastards... YET." But her time to shoot may not be mine, nor mine yours.

You pose a lot of good scenarios, but a lot of them don't apply to us. We don't
keep more than a vestigial amount of money in the bank; we have no school-age
children (anymore); we own our home. We live in a very rural area, and are close
friends with the local constabulary (who are of a like mind with us as regards
personal freedom and the over-reaching of our current government). We're in a
good place.

However, any federal control that will prevent us from moving freely about the
country; any attempt to seize our property or dictate to us how it should be used;
any attempt to control the raising and slaughter of our animals (including ID chips
or tagging, or selling milk, eggs or meat); any control over what we grow (or
whether we can or can't grow) on our farm. These are the things that will
DEFINITELY incite us to take back what is RIGHTFULLY ours.

As my wife wisely said, "When the government is operating in its rightful, limited
capacity, I'm all for it; however, _God_ gave us these rights, I think they're worth
dying for."

Aug 24, 2010 2:35 PM

331 Any one of the fourteen or combination of thereof will make the line very sharp
and dangerous for some in my immediate association.  It is recognized that a time
in history is near for all of us.  The big question is what will it be!!!!!!!!

Aug 24, 2010 2:38 PM

332 I think it will be a combination of some of the scenerios above enacted in rapid
succession

Aug 24, 2010 2:43 PM

333 8) - Fraudulent elections? Aug 24, 2010 2:46 PM
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334 Any of the above, with the possible exception of "your religion is attacked by
government," since they do that very well already.  Then again, and on second
thought;  an IRS audit (has already happened) is the least of my worries.  I do
what I'm supposed to do from a "reporting" and "operating" standpoint, so my risk
of continued audits is between slim and none.  Were political activism to play a
part?  Then some s**t would hit the fan.  Though not in an "armed resistance"
manner.

The rest of the list, however, would most definitively bring about an extreme
liklihood of "action/reaction" against government forces and the net resultant
"edicts."  Frankly, with the Marxist and Socialistic makeup of this administration
and their civilian syncophants outside the beltway - I'm not so sure that we're not
at that point already...

In any case, I am armed and ready to do battle should we as a nation be brought
to further chaos or the brink of destruction from the forces aforementioned.

Mike VanOrsdale
Stillwater, MN.

Aug 24, 2010 2:50 PM

335 How about any of the above?  I'm close right now. Aug 24, 2010 2:53 PM

336 All of the above... Aug 24, 2010 2:53 PM

337 Brutality by government agents against you and your family Aug 24, 2010 2:56 PM

338 When you have nothing else to lose, which in your opinion could include any of
the above mebntioned items.

Aug 24, 2010 3:01 PM

339 Martial Law, Brutality by big brother, fradulent elections, UN small arms treaty, or
the schools telling kids to rat on their parents would all do it for me.

Aug 24, 2010 3:03 PM

340 all the above Aug 24, 2010 3:08 PM

341 15) - When any government agency comes walking down the street pounding on
doors with their fists and taking people's guns.

Aug 24, 2010 3:12 PM

342 1, 2, 6, 7 if it were extremely large, 8, 10, 12, 13 and probably many other
possibilitie, such as being forced to buy health insurance.

Aug 24, 2010 3:13 PM

343 This is such a serious subject that I don't know that I can elaborate my feelings in
a meaningful way.  I suppose it would be somewhere around being subjected to
abuse by federal agents, or realizing I  have nothing to lose.  Abuse by the feds
could come in many ways, ie. the IRS, BATFE, martial law, taxes, suspending the
Constitution, denying health care for family, or any of hundreds of ways the feds
have of thinking up new ways to screw the public for their own personal gain.  I
guess it's kind of like defining pornography, I'll know it when I see it.

Aug 24, 2010 3:18 PM

344 All 14 are already occuring. Aug 24, 2010 3:18 PM
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345 1) Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?  Nope.  Don't keep
much in cash, let alone in banks.

2) How about Martial law?  That would do it.  'Round here, we call that "hunting
season"

3) Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?  They've already
done that, through fiat money inflation and the fraudulent measurement thereof.

4) Food shortages?  I feed myself.  Mess with my garden or food storage, though,
and you're fertilizer.  (See?  I DO recycle!)

5) Losing your home?  If I lose it, no.  If THEY try to take it, well, better send an
army

6) Brutality by government agents against you and your family?  Game on.  Same
goes for my neighbors and friends.  (Honest government is out of the question.
What the Davidians needed was a few good neighbors!)

7) Another tax increase?  A revolt is overdue.  Just waiting for more strength in
numbers.

8)  Fraudulent elections?  Every election in my lifetime has been a fraud, starting
with the false left-right dichotomy they've sucked us into.  Again, revolt is overdue.

9) You realize you have nothing to lose?  As long as you draw breath you cannot
have nothing to lose.  However, when they decide your life is theirs, they have
more to lose than we do.  That's where we're at, and they know it.  Again, just
waiting...

10) U N small arms treaty becomes law in America  Hah! Guerilla war, on my
terrain.  Yummy!

11) Your religion is attacked by government.  My religion is under constant attack
by government.  That's a given.  When they attack PHYSICALLY things will heat
up a bit for them.

12)   Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)  That's a laugh.  If they dared, I'd shoot as many as I could and then
burn the house down so no-one could have it.

13)  The IRS audits you due to political activism.  Audit away.  Knock yourself out.
(But, don't make up a penny I don't owe.  Not even a cent.  Try it, and I won't
bother to argue.  You lie, you die.)

14)  Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.  Can't
happen.  No child of mine would ever attend public school.

It's later than we think.  Such trouble isn't coming - it's here.  All that remains is to
discover just how it will unfold, in a target rich environment.

Aug 24, 2010 3:26 PM

346 foreign invasion
gun confiscations
mass roundups / door to door warantless searches
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
2) - How about Martial law?

Aug 24, 2010 3:33 PM
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347 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?

6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?

8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

I took out those few items that were not important enough to kill for. The rest are
fair game. What I am waiting for is the 'trigger' and I wonder when and what it will
be. As Thomas Jefferson said, the tree of liberty must be refreshed from time to
time with the blood of patriots and tyrants. As a patriot, I am ready to shed my
blood for my country, and I wonder who among the tyrants is equally ready.

Aug 24, 2010 3:34 PM

348 1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, Aug 24, 2010 3:41 PM

349 LEARN TO KEEP YOUR MOUTH SHUT Aug 24, 2010 3:44 PM

350 All of the above are sufficient. But Items 1 and 2 will be the sign that bad things
are coming.

Aug 24, 2010 3:47 PM

351 If road checkpoints are set up under any guise (drunk driving, weapons or drug
checks, immigration status checks, etc.), I have mentally and physically prepared
myself to launch harrassment or strike and fade attacks against the materials and
personnel at these checkpoints.

Aug 24, 2010 3:57 PM

352 Items 1,2,4,6,8,and 10 are very compeling.Just what would justify the use of
deadly force and against who, would be a personal decision probably brought on
involvment in on of the above . No matter what the reason or the end result one
can be assured that any media coverage would be biased to government and that
lone victims of government abuse stand no chance against overwhelming fire
power of government. Any attempt by an individual or small group to initiate
change by violence will be covered up and put down with death to dissenters.
Government will not tolerate dissent. However the Constitution makes perfectly
clear our right to overthrow tyranny. I believe we have been living under peaceful
quiet tyranny for 40 years. The only hope for America is a popular uprising
broadcast widely by every means available and starts with the hearts and minds
of Americans discusted with corruption as usual. Spread the word our government
has been overthrown by Socialists, greed and corruption to the core. "The tree of
liberty must be refreshed from time to time with the blood of Patriots and Tyrants"
-Thomas Jefferson, "A Patriot must always be ready to defend his country against
it's government"--Edward Abbey ,Si Vis Pacem,para bellum

Aug 24, 2010 4:09 PM

353 2, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14 Aug 24, 2010 4:11 PM

354 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money? - YES
2) - How about Martial law? - YES
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family? - YES
7) - Another tax increase? - YES
8) - Fraudulent elections? - YES
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America - YES
11) - Your religion is attacked by government. - YES
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s) - YES
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism. - YES
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life. - YES

Aug 24, 2010 4:13 PM
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355 For the most part the line has already been crossed. The only thing is if any one
person were to act they would be demonized as a lone wolf nut job or a domestic
terrorist. For me personally it would be when I reach the point where i have
nothing left to lose. I would be willing to take up arms if and when "we the people"
raise up a State level Militia whose stated mission would be to restore the State
sovereignty and the Constitution to it's rightful governing limits.

Aug 24, 2010 4:18 PM

356 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, Aug 24, 2010 4:18 PM

357 All 14 items listed would cause me great concern. I have already made my "line in
the sand".

Aug 24, 2010 4:19 PM

358 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family? Aug 24, 2010 4:25 PM

359 all of the above Aug 24, 2010 4:25 PM

360 I have already concluded that rebellion is inevitable; we are past the point of no
return in that "the system" is so thoroughly corrupt that working within it is a waste
of time, effort, and other resources.

The trigger event for me will be another govt atrocity such as the Weavers at
Ruby Ridge or the Branch Davidians at Waco.  I will not join forces with others,
rather I will try to appear to continue as before but take every opportunity to act,
violently if called for, against the people and infrastructure of govt institutions at all
levels.

Twenty years ago I would have regarded these statements as lunacy.  Ten years
ago I would have regarded them as theoretically possibly justified.  Trends and
events have caught up now and I think my position is perfectly reasonable and
perhaps a bit too mild.

(Coincidence: I happen to be wearing my JPFO Life Membership pin today.)

Aug 24, 2010 4:31 PM

361 If we're talking about only one specific trigger, I would say 12.  Nothing is more
sacred than a man's castle, and that is the ultimate violation.  If we can pick
several, I would say 6, 8, 9, and 10.

Aug 24, 2010 4:34 PM

362 Any of these are enough, however we already had number 8 last time re: Al
Franken and an election in Washington state. The folks in those states just took it.
I am thinking number 10.

Aug 24, 2010 4:34 PM

363 Numbers 5,6,7,8,11, and 13 have happened already and still we wait. 

12, 2, 1, and 6 would probably push me over.

Aug 24, 2010 4:37 PM

364 Any except #3. Aug 24, 2010 4:43 PM

365 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?
4) - Food shortages?
5) - Losing your home?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
7) - Another tax increase?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

Are we there yet?  Aren't all of these already going on?

Aug 24, 2010 4:44 PM

366 6 Aug 24, 2010 4:59 PM
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367 My line in the sand consists of any of the list above.  Each of the items listed is a
tyranny that I could not abide.  I would take up arms to defend me and mine
against our government if any one, or more, of the listed transgressions was
implemented.  None of them would be worse; however, than brutality by
government agents against me and my family, in which case, yes, I would have
nothing to lose and begin open and violent revolt.

Aug 24, 2010 5:01 PM

368 #6 Aug 24, 2010 5:09 PM

369 Any of the above is already here! Brutality by these thugs is the final spark! Aug 24, 2010 5:11 PM

370 The following events will provoke a violent response from me:
2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, & 14

Any of these things happening will bring down the thunder in the biggest way
imaginable.

Aug 24, 2010 5:14 PM

371 2,6,8,10,11,12, & 14  'Nuff Said Aug 24, 2010 5:18 PM

372 At minimum, any of 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12; 5 if caused by government action since my
home is paid for.  But this isn't a survey, it's an essay question.

Aug 24, 2010 5:22 PM

373 Well, since most of these thing are already being done NOW, for me it would
absolutely be martial law, fraudulent elections and u.n. involvement in ANY aspect
of my life and the life of all Americans.  I already have drawn my line and have
told family members who voted for the current usurper that THEY have drawn a
line in the sand. This administration is AIDING and ABETTING the terrorists trying
to destroy the U.S.! How is that NOT TREASON!!!  There is NO
ACCOUNTABILITY for the politicians in d.c. . They KNOW they can do whatever
they want and there will be no consequences. Time to end that!!!

Aug 24, 2010 5:23 PM

374 2,5,6,9,10, Aug 24, 2010 5:24 PM

375 Any/all of the above
  I'm ready now. Somewhat physically limited, I'm 68 years of age but willing to
help.
  I've been saying for a long while, voting no longer works. Armed
rebellion/revolution, they tell me, is sedition, but I believe that is what it will take.
Not to overthrow the government but to restore the Constitution. I would hope,
naively perhaps, for a bloodless coup, I don't want to kill anyone. Although, a
couple thousand politicians should be exhiled to some island about a thousand
miles from anywhere. (With no boat).
  We would need the military on our side first, which, I believe may not be too
hard. I think the military leaders don't want any more of our brave people killed in
foreign lands fighting for someone elses freedom. 
   Not deleting the "old" Constitution, but adding a rewritten version in
contemporary parlance with some minor adjustments to and incorporation of the
Bill of RIGHTS into the main text. A little clarification and strengthening of some of
the Amendments i.e. #s 2 & 14 for starters.
  Sorry, I guess I'm telling you more than you wanted to know.
  May G*d watch over us/US. 
  Be safe and be well.
George

Aug 24, 2010 5:28 PM

376 When the blue hats roll in.  No question. Aug 24, 2010 5:30 PM

377 Items #1 - 14 for starters!!! Aug 24, 2010 5:31 PM

378 Any one of the above---the soap box has not worked, the ballot box is doubtful---
the cartridge box may be the only solution!

Aug 24, 2010 5:34 PM

379 Martial Law (item #2) will automatically result in the simultaneous loss of freedoms
and the confiscation of all firearms.  Thus citizens will become prisoners in their
own country existing at the whim of those usurping the Constitution.  Citizens are
treated with total disdain now; how much more egregious will our treatment be
under Martial Law?

Aug 24, 2010 5:35 PM
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380 The answer to most of the above statements is not that difficult to answer in my
case.  I lead a very private and secluded life style, I'm not depended on the any
government or anybody else for that matter.  I have a small five acre piece of land
in the middle of the desert.  I own the the house I built. My power is supplied by
the sun. My water is from my well which was dug deeper then any city well in the
area.  The sun pumps the water.  I grow and raise my food.  I am x military and
know how to use my weapons.  All of them.  I am fenced.  My only real down fall
is I do depend on gas for my two 4x4s and truck.  If anybody crosses my fence
line without my permisson will be dealt with.  I'm not afraid to do what needs to be
done even if it costs me my life.  Better to be dead then be alive and a slave.

My father ran from a government like the one the USA is turning out to be.  I have
no where to run, so I will have to stand and fight.

The Blackjack

Aug 24, 2010 5:38 PM

381 I believe that a President,member of congress,or head of state that clearly loses
an election and refuses to relinguish power,uses mercenary troops to control
people (ie;UN)takes control of the media,will be the cause for me to join any group
to remove him/her/them. I don't have the charisma or training to lead,but I will
follow and support with all I have. As for UN small arms treaty --UCK THEM!!!!

Aug 24, 2010 5:38 PM

382 Abrogation of the 2nd amendment and a nation wide governmental attempt to
disarm the populace.  But if THAT happens I don't expect to have the chance to
START anything.  I figure they'll start on the coasts and work their way inward.
Long before it gets to me the fighting should be well and truly under way.

Aug 24, 2010 5:43 PM

383 Many, if not most, of the above are for all practical purposes scheduled to occur.
What I'm doing, as fast as possible, is working to have an alternative in place
when the above are implemented.  That will enable us, as a state, to ward off
those activities in my area.

Aug 24, 2010 5:51 PM

384 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 It will not take alot I'm at the tipping point. Aug 24, 2010 5:51 PM

385 If our forefathers died defending this country I sure can to bring it back from the
evil that has overtaken in by the evil obumer administration and looney liberals

Aug 24, 2010 5:52 PM

386 If the government ever tries to do away with the Bill of Rights. Aug 24, 2010 5:54 PM

387 An armed rebellion would pit brother against brother. I favor "Civil disobedience".
Basically we all need to go to jail and break the system.

Aug 24, 2010 5:56 PM

388 any one of the following
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose
1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

Aug 24, 2010 6:05 PM

389 U N small arms treaty becomes law in America Aug 24, 2010 6:12 PM

390 Brutality by government agents against me or my family would definitely cause me
to enforce the Castle Law and Second Ammendment. I might go down but they
will definitely suffer some serious losses. The UN small arms treaty along with
Martial law would have the same effect!!!

Aug 24, 2010 6:14 PM

391 All of the above. Aug 24, 2010 6:16 PM

392 Numbers 6, and 10 Aug 24, 2010 6:19 PM

393 When the "government" decides to outlaw firearms, and declares martial law, for
whatever 'Wag the Dog" senario they decide to use. That will be my breaking
point and at that point the "government" cease to be a legitimate, duly constitued
entity.
We have reached a point that we must ask ourselves at what point do we stand
and say no more. The time approches rapidly Remeber only 10% of the
population supported the American War of Independence in the begining.

Aug 24, 2010 6:24 PM

394 Yes....all of the above! Aug 24, 2010 6:27 PM
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395 I'm in Arizona where a drug-funded antigovernment insurgency is even now
crossing the Mexican border into our homeland. Roughly a quarter of the state's
public lands are now near- , or off-limits to its citizens because the government
cannot secure our wellbeing while we're in those areas. The corrupting influence
of drugs on government officials and private citizens is accelerating.  As far as I
can tell, this is another no-win situation for the U.S. government unless drastic
measures take place: whether it will be legalization of drugs (not likely, but
probably the most effective route), martial law (more likely, but with serious
repercussions for those of us to take Posse Comitatus seriously) or tacit
acceptance of the new state of the State (most likely, given the lack of political will
to effect real change in the way business is done), life is not going to be like it
"used to be."  The storm is building, and I don't see it blowing by without great loss
of life or fortune.

Aug 24, 2010 6:42 PM

396 I have thought a lot about most of the things that are on your list, and think that
open revolution would be necessary with breaches of our constitution and the
consequences that they would put upon us. I believe that most Americans would
rise up and I tend to believe that some if not most of our milatary would honor
their oath to defend the people and the nations laws.

Aug 24, 2010 7:01 PM

397 10, that is enough for me. Aug 24, 2010 7:02 PM

398 15 - all of the above.  Well, I haven't seen 12 happen yet, but it's far from unlikely.
And 3, which will surely mark the coming of the apocalypse.

I've been in a state of rebellion for years, for all the reasons stated and more.  My
line in the sand is far behind me.

Aug 24, 2010 7:10 PM

399 All of the above except number 4.  Our farm is nearly self sufficient  and it borders
on a lake. Hunger doesn't  strike me as being a potential problem.

Aug 24, 2010 7:14 PM

400 Barack Hussein Obama Aug 24, 2010 7:24 PM

401 #6
   Make sure my whole family is armed and ready to use whatever it takes to
   protect ourselfs, to the  DEATH
   If we survive go and find people of the same mind set and join together to
   take our country back, if only a small piece at a time.

                      GOD BLESS THE U S A

Aug 24, 2010 7:34 PM

402 i think my "line in the sand" will probably be if, come election time this November,
Obama has found (or made up) some reason to eliminate the elections by
declaring martial law or some other excuse and we cannot vote the ones out of
office who have helped to make the mess we are finding ourselves in, then it will
be time to come up out of our seats and eliminate the mess ourselves by
whatever means necessary.

Aug 24, 2010 7:35 PM

403 When martial law is declared, THEN it’s time to lock and load! Aug 24, 2010 7:39 PM

404 Well, we've got 6 through 9 already, as well as 11 and to an extent 13.

Medicare, Medicaid and Social Security should die altogether, their notions are
part of the reason for our Nation's current troubles.

As for 5, if you bought a home you couldn't afford, you SHOULD lose it.  Stupidity
and (gun) rights are antithetical, in as much as rights imply responsibility, and
stupidity and responsibility don't do well together.  Similarly, if a bank made more
bad mortgage (or any other kind of) loans than it can cover, it goes byebye too...

Martial Law, yet another fraudulent election, any whisper of the UN small arms
treaty, or any part of 12-14 would likely get me armed in the streets with intent to
commit peace.

Aug 24, 2010 7:58 PM
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405 All of the above could be enough individually if severe enough. But I would put
2,4,6,8,9,10,12,13, 14 at the top of the list. I could probably be creative enough to
find ways around the others although I doubt they would occur if the ones I cited
did not happen.

Aug 24, 2010 8:02 PM

406 While it could be ANY of the above, any of which could provoke me, I do believe
that #6 would do it most readily.

Aug 24, 2010 8:02 PM

407 I will resist all the above, by lawful protest, and non-compliance where
appropriate.

Once they make me a 'felon' by forcing me to defend self, family, or home, against
their intrusions - if I survive the initial encounter, then I'm going after the JBGT's
and those who sent them.

Aug 24, 2010 8:15 PM

408 14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life. Aug 24, 2010 8:19 PM

409 YOU DO IT AS SOON AS GOVERNMENT OVERSTEPS THEIR AUTHORITY
AND VIOLATES THE CONSTITUTION.  IF YOU WAIT TOO LONG IT COULD BE
TOO LATE.  I BELIEVE OBAMA HAS TESTED OUR RESOLVE BY SEEING
HOW MUCH HE CAN GET AWAY WITH AND I BELIEVE ORGANIZATIONS
LIKE THE TEA PARTY IS SENDING A STRONG MESSAGE WE DON'T LIKE
WHAT HE IS DOING AND ARE PREPARED TO STOP HIM IF HE DOESN'T
STRAIGHTEN UP.

Aug 24, 2010 8:20 PM

410 TO TELL THE TRUTH,  EACH OR { ANY }  OF THE ABOVE !!   THERE ARE
SOME THAT WOULD PROBABLY MAKE A MUCH FASTER  RESPONSE,  BUT
""  ANY "" WOULD CERTAINLY CAUSE THIS TWO TOUR, DISABLED ,
VIETNAM VETERAN TO  RESPOND MOST AGGRESSFULLY !!! THE
GOVERMENT WORKS "" FOR   US  ""  & THEY CAN EITHER DO THEIR DAMN
JOB,  OR SUFFER THE WRATH OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE-----------
PERIOD !!!  RESPECTFULLY,  LBJ

Aug 24, 2010 8:22 PM

411 2,3,6,9,10,11,12,13
I can deal with some troubles caused by some of the items in the survey,
however, items 2,3,6,9,10,11,12, and 13 will be cause for open rebellion with
arms.

Aug 24, 2010 8:26 PM

412 All of the above BUT one would be the first for my LINE IN THE SAND and that is
U N small arms treaty becoming law in America

Aug 24, 2010 8:31 PM

413 You realize you have nothing to lose.  Close to that presently. Aug 24, 2010 8:41 PM

414 All the above? Aug 24, 2010 8:51 PM

415 When there is no alternative but to meet force with force.  And we are already at
that point.  Any one of these things could be the trigger - indeed, we have avoided
dozens of similar trigger points in the last 18 months, but one day soon, someone
will be pushed too far or see no hope for anything BUT armed resistance.

Aug 24, 2010 8:51 PM

416 (9) Have nothing to lose Aug 24, 2010 8:59 PM

417 When they come for my guns and try to take my freedom. Aug 24, 2010 9:12 PM
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418 from your numbered examples, I have already made my line(s) in the sand at the
following:

2, 6, 8, 9, 10 for sure, numbers 1, 11, 12, 13 would prob not be very safe for them
to try either

Martial law

Brutality of Fed agents or even local/state cops

Fraud. elections

Nothing to lose, (I feel I am already there, they better not push...... If they leave
me alone, I will leave them alone)

UN treaty, they have NO LEGAL right/power to do so, by trying or implementing
any such thing would be treason

Aug 24, 2010 9:12 PM

419 Any of 1-10 above and 12 or 13. 11 and 14 have already happened.
Any act of aggression against me or my family will be over the line and met with
extreme violence. That will do it. 100% probability.
-Dems passing all the 'fuck you' bills after losing in Nov: amnesty, tax hike, cap
and trade etc.
-Any active gun confiscation against anyone in the United States. Anyone,
anywhere.
-Confiscation of wealth such as my 401k. Take my money and I'll take your life. 
-Another Katrina-like gun confiscation, another Ruby Ridge or another Waco or
anything similar will be over the line. Anyone who stands with the perpetrators will
be my enemy. 

I think you get the point.

Aug 24, 2010 9:27 PM

420 I think the elections in November will be ripe with fraud and I forsee protests
against the fraud being used by obama to declare martial law. If I not allowed to
travel freely to my families property out of the city where I live, I will kill if
necessary to remove myself and my family from the riots and violence that will
happen in the cities.

Aug 24, 2010 9:32 PM

421 Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50% Aug 24, 2010 9:33 PM

422 2
5
6
8
9
10
12
13
14
Whenever the life of myself or family is under eminent threat that could cause
death or great bodily harm the use of deadly force is justified and morally
supported.  

Any of the reasons listed by number above could "lead" to violence but it will not
be started by me and would be the worst possible events this country would see.
To "sink" to the level of having to use violence as the only alternative to
reasonable discourse would mean that the republic was already dead and any
actions by me would be just the kicking of the liberty in her death throes.

However, I have no guns.  They were all lost overboard in a boating accident and
are at the bottom of Lake Michigan.

Aug 24, 2010 9:48 PM
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423 1.  Maybe
2.  Maybe
3.  No
4.  probably not
5.  Likely  (no mortgage)
6.  Yes
7.  Maybe
8.  Are any not fraudulent?
9.  Maybe
10.  Yes
11.  No
12.  Yes
13.  Doubt that would happen - How would I know?
14.  Kids are not in public school.

Aug 24, 2010 10:17 PM

424 2
6
8
10
11
14

Aug 24, 2010 10:33 PM

425 In numeric order:
# 9
#6
#2
#5
#4
#1
#7
#10
#13
#3
12
#8
#11
have no children so 14 is invalid

Aug 24, 2010 10:37 PM

426 All of the above. Aug 24, 2010 10:39 PM

427 9. When everything you have is gone, what else is left? Aug 24, 2010 10:57 PM

428 Troops or Officials of any nationality, firing on the American People, in America;
or possibly, a visit from the Amerikan Gestapo (BATFE)

Aug 24, 2010 11:05 PM

429 I'm not sure EXACTLY what it will be, but everyone will know when that line is
crossed, because I will start shooting, and slay endlessly. And I absolutely will not
stop until the collectivists are all dead or off of North America.

Aug 24, 2010 11:29 PM

430 6 Aug 24, 2010 11:41 PM

431 When the line is crossed it will be obvious to all concerned. No sense tipping your
hand.

Aug 24, 2010 11:55 PM
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432 When we cannot keep our freedoms in a civil/legal means, then I will have to help
take them back by force.  I say "help" because I am only one person.
If we can no longer have the freedom to assemble as we please.
when we can no longer worship as we please,
when we can no longer go about exercising our rights to life, liberty, and the
pursuit of happiness, I will gladly lay down my life to help get them back, with
absolute resolve, and without any reservation whatsoever.
I know this may sound too general and vague, but I don't think we have come too
close to that line in the sand.  Yet there is a line, or rather lines, depending on the
condition.
Finally, if they try to come take my guns, I will take out as many of them as I
possibly can, with absolute cold, merciless, ruthlessness.  No prisoners. Their
families will be targets as well.

Aug 25, 2010 12:11 AM

433 Any of the above........ Aug 25, 2010 12:18 AM

434 All but number 7. Aug 25, 2010 12:22 AM

435 Any one of the above Aug 25, 2010 12:27 AM

436 I have already drawn my line in the sand. Not one more damn inch! I am a proud
3%er. It's a matter of time. I pray that this can be turned around in the upcoming
elections. But, I know in my heart, it won't matter. Everyone will know when the
time is right. I think that it is inevitable. We'll lose the right to the ballot box. Then,
it's the cartridge box because I still get to vote. Look at the philosophy of the 3% at
www.sipseystreetirregulars.com and that pretty well spells it out.

Aug 25, 2010 12:31 AM

437 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family Aug 25, 2010 12:46 AM

438 Continuation of this police state.  Martial law.  Mandatory firearm and ammunition
registration.  Firearm confiscation.  Hope this is really JFPO and not a gubmint
troll.

Aug 25, 2010 12:52 AM

439 I've already drawn my line in the sand.  I refuse to back up one inch.   I ascribe to
the III% philosophy.  
We will not disarm.

You cannot convince us.

You cannot intimidate us.

You can try to kill us, if you think you can.

But remember, we’ll shoot back .

We are not going away.

We are not backing up another inch.

And there are THREE MILLION OF US.

Your move, Mr. Wannabe Tyrant.

Your move.

Aug 25, 2010 1:08 AM
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440 #14 does not concern me.  My children are PERSEC-conscious enough to handle
intrusions of that nature, and even handle some of the government-school
intrusion that goes on now as a game.  As far as 4 is concerned, my family and
our support network would not feel a food crunch for a solid year or more, so that
is a non-issue.  #7 is a possibility, depending upon the degree of increase.  Any
and all of the rest are my line in the sand, mostly because they all point back to
#9.   

Remember the Doctrine of the 3% :

"We will not disarm.
You cannot convince us.
You cannot intimidate us.
You can try to kill us, if you think you can.
But remember, we'll shoot back.
And we are not going away.
Your move."

Aug 25, 2010 1:22 AM

441 Looking at this list I honestly do not know what single thing would provoke me to
use second ammendment rights. I do not think it would take just one but probably
a combination. I know that several would be a quicker push then others. Brutality
from government officials, Martial Law these would be big triggers. As a matter of
fact after looking at the above list I now think any combination of  3 of these items
combined with government brutality or martial law would be that defining push. I
do think that there are now more and more Americans who are geting real close
to the breaking point of no return. The only thing probably holding them back is
danger to their immediate family. Watch out though if family is threatened as wel..

Aug 25, 2010 1:27 AM

442 #1, #2 #4,#6 #9 #10 #12 Aug 25, 2010 1:43 AM

443 2.5.6.8,9,10,13,14 Aug 25, 2010 1:44 AM

444 All except #3 and #5 Aug 25, 2010 1:51 AM

445 I've got to go with number 6.  Direct offense against myself or my family is a
dealbreaker for me.

Aug 25, 2010 2:00 AM

446 9 -When I have nothing left to loose.

Most of what is listed is already happening and I am responsible for (or at least I
feel) for my mother. Until I am on my own, I can do nothing.

Aug 25, 2010 2:10 AM

447 1 Aug 25, 2010 2:18 AM

448 Primarily, brutality by government agents against me and my family. Secondarily,
any effort by the government to prevent me from defending myself and my family
from agressors ie: gun control

Aug 25, 2010 2:47 AM

449 I do not see a line in the sand, untill it is forced on me, so this survey dose not
cover the answer I have for you,

Aug 25, 2010 2:49 AM

450 I'm done waiting!  The current regime has spent and squandered our legacy. My
children and grand-children should NOT have to pay for these criminals actions.
The time to start anew is now.
States rights, 10th admentment, nullification, seceed. It's up to our local folks to
insist our leaders at the local and state levels to make a stand. 3% is all it takes!

Aug 25, 2010 3:13 AM

451 Any or all of the above. Aug 25, 2010 3:16 AM
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452 1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?
3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?
4) - Food shortages?
5) - Losing your home?
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
7) - Another tax increase?
8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

Any of the above...

Aug 25, 2010 3:16 AM

453 1. Use of international peace keepers to combat civil unrest.
2. Across the board amnesty for illegals.
3. Attempted confiscation of civilian arms.
4. Declaration of martial law.

Aug 25, 2010 3:51 AM

454 6, 8, 10, 11, 13 Aug 25, 2010 3:53 AM

455 Hmmm, I would say that any of 1, 2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 70, 11 (actually that would be
*anyone's* religion is attacked by gov't), or 12.

And 15 would be, gun bans or confiscation of guns, ammo or food, forced
relocations, censoring of the internet, suspension of habeus corpus or jury trials,
institution of warrantless searches . . . these are the things that come to mind right
off the bat.

Aug 25, 2010 4:00 AM

456 1, 2, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14 Aug 25, 2010 4:10 AM

457 As far as I am concerned, electing a person to the Presidency who doesn't have
the legal right to be President. Obama doesn't qualify under the Constitution's
conditions for eligibility - not a "natural born citizen", not in the country for 14
consecutive years preceding his declaration for being a presidential candidate ,
refusing to show his long form certificate of birth, hiding his Passport records, and
denying his own relatives stating that he was definitely born in Kenya. The
Liberals crossed the line long ago when they pulled this on our country. I'm
waiting for America to wake up and throw this faker out.

Aug 25, 2010 4:13 AM

458 Remember --- ALL communications, all electrical signals, are being monitored on
six supercomputers and scanned for keyfrases. Use random characters and
mispelling in ALL com's.
We, are alreasdyuder marshlaw unofficially & canbe pickedup w/o anywarent.

Aug 25, 2010 4:39 AM

459 A break down in civility due to food shortages which would bring about rioting and
social anarchy.

Aug 25, 2010 5:01 AM

460 6)  Brutality Aug 25, 2010 7:16 AM
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461 Theoretically, this question was answered long ago by the preamble to the
Declaration of Independence. Simply, when the government "becomes destructive
of [unalienable rights]," and, "when a long train of abuses and usurpations,
pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce [the people]
under absolute Despotism..." I believe these conditions have already been met.
Therefore, asking this question at this time in America is like asking a cancer
patient, "When would you like to start treating the cancer - when it reaches your
colon? When it reaches your lungs? When it reaches your brain?" We SHOULD
have learned from history to take action (by voting, etc.) to protect ourselves from
government as soon as it began to go astray, before it was too late, but we didn't.
However, our government DID learn from history to be more sinister in assuming
control far more gradually over decades instead of months. Which brings us to
where we are today.

I'm just now beginning to accept the reality of the situation and evaluate the
meaning, so my answer to your question may change with time. But as of right
now, I would certainly exercise my Second Amendment right in the case of
brutality by government agents (or anyone else) against my family. I would
consider imposition of martial law, government-induced food shortages, the U. N.
small arms treaty becoming law, firearms confiscation, forced movement from my
home to any other location, and government confiscation of my home for
homeless people to be signs that I have nothing to lose. In that case I would join
the resistance.

Aug 25, 2010 7:25 AM

462 All of the above. Aug 25, 2010 9:23 AM

463 I'm afraid that I have seen enough to know that we are in deep trouble. Our
economy is on the verge of collapse, we have a President who DICTATES to the
Congress and We the People. He ignores the will of WTP, in essence we are
under a Dictatorship, and have been since the POTUS took the Oath he doesn't
believe in. I'm at my line in the sand. I will not comply with ANY edict coming from
these insane Elitist Progressives (Marxist Communists). 
It's only a matter of weeks before the rest of the Nation will have to make this
decision to Stand. I won't attack my Government, I'm a Sheepdog, I will
aggressively defend the Flock from the Wolves in this Government. The "Moral
High Ground" is important. 
We will resist, and they will call it Terrorism, as they have already branded free
thinking American Christians, Jews and other Patriots. 
Remember the DHS, FBI and MIAC reports? When there came a firestorm of
anger at what these scum said about Americans, they claimed it was a "mistake"
and apologized, pfft! as if anyone believed that it was a "mistake". The mistake
was that a Patriot "outed" the Reports to let us ALL know what kind of
Government we now have. It hasn't gotten any better, and we are about to be
treated to more Election Fraud by the Democrats, it is the ONLY way they could
possibly win in November, and they are already telling us how they will retain
control of the House and the Senate, because they have done so well on Jobs,
Health care, the Bailouts of their Banking and Wall Street pals while they accuse
the GOP of what they themselves are doing, not that the GOP is any better. The
GOP started the Car, and drove it into the ditch.  The Dems got in the car, drunk
with Power, and proceeded to drive it off the cliff while screaming: Damn you
stupid Citizens! 
I guess I should say: ALL OF THE ABOVE!

SEMPER FIDELIS

Aug 25, 2010 9:55 AM

464 Any of the above or equivelent! Aug 25, 2010 10:36 AM

465 2, 6, 9, 12 = THEY will have to start it. THEY will have to fire the first shot. Like the
doctrine of the THREE PERCENT: "We shoot back".

Aug 25, 2010 10:52 AM

466 Brutality by government agents against you and your family Aug 25, 2010 10:53 AM

467 There are 5 that could trigger a major reaction. 2, 6 , 9, 10, 12. Aug 25, 2010 11:00 AM

468 6, 12, 10 Aug 25, 2010 11:00 AM
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469 1.) Closing of banks & freezing your money.
2.) Martial Law
6.) Brutality by government agents against you & your family.
10.) u.n. small arms treaty becomes law in America.

Aug 25, 2010 11:02 AM

470 7, 8, and 11 are already happening.   3 looms in near future. 10 is being worked
by our Internationalists.  The remaining are certainly targets of opportunity by the
Anti-Americanism crowd.  
How does one person determine when to bolt down and fight?  Where does one
get help or back-up.  Taking us one small group or street at the time with the
complicity of the MSM makes it easy .  Just like in the 30"s in Germany.  Jewish
communities could have held the line or at least garnered more world attention if
they had been armed and organized.   Will our police and military support the
Constitution or their careers?  
I am prepared to say "No More".  But I can't stand alone.  My neighbors with one
exception are anti-gun and could not protect themselves much less support me.
Some men have actually asked me to run dogs from their porches because THEY
were afraid of the neighbor roamers.  We have in many ways become a nation of
cowards and sheep.       I say "No More-Vote them out".   Who will stand with me
if they say we're not leaving?

Aug 25, 2010 11:12 AM

471 Unfortunatly, numbers any one of numbers 1-14 will draw a line in the sand for me
and mine.

Aug 25, 2010 11:15 AM

472 Brutality by government agents against you and your family. That would be it for
me.

Aug 25, 2010 11:35 AM

473 #2, #10, #12
Some of the others don't apply, and many of the others have been implimented
(tax increase?, fraudulent elections?, brutal government agents?common stuff
these days).

Aug 25, 2010 11:48 AM

474 Any of these would be a good reason to actively resist, although realistically,
Social Security and Medicare are things we need to wean ourselves off of. Both
are bankrupt now, and benefit cuts are inevitable regardless of anything else the
gov't does.

Aug 25, 2010 12:01 PM

475 Any of the above, amongst other things. Aug 25, 2010 12:05 PM

476 2,6,8,11,14,  Are lines in the sand by themselves.  The others will be lines in the
sand in combination with other listed events.
#3 is not an issue I do not expect it anyways
#4 is not an issue I do not expect handouts I plan for my families survival including
food.
#5 depends on why I lost it.   My fault then suck it up and start over, Act of god
start over corrupt government then there is a problem

Aug 25, 2010 12:12 PM

477 The loss of the First Amendment requires use of the Second Amendment.Don't
mess with my Conservative talk show hosts or my internet communications with
you.

Aug 25, 2010 12:12 PM

478 All of the above. Aug 25, 2010 12:38 PM

479 "What will provoke you to use the Second Amendment to rebel against a
government gone bad?"

What thinking person would actually respond to a question like that?
Seriously.

Aug 25, 2010 1:22 PM

480 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13.  Other lines have been drawn in my own mind, but I will
not discuss them here.  Study the individuals who are your enemies.  Do NOT
warn.  Do NOT threaten.  Plan thoroughly.  Practice faithfully.  Engage the
protected, not the protectors.  Then walk up to them on the street or in their own
homes, look them in the eye, and kill them.  Repeat as necessary.

Aug 25, 2010 1:32 PM

481 All of the above but especially items 2, 6, 8 and 10. Aug 25, 2010 1:33 PM
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482 I have thought about this for a day or so since seeing the link. Supreme Court
Justice Stewart said about pornography “I know it when I see it” . I don't know
exactly what might  constitute my line in the sand, but I will know it when I see it.

Aug 25, 2010 1:49 PM

483 Martial Law, Government brutality, or the UN small arms treaty will do it for me. I
also understand the futility of a lone wolf. 'Nuff said.

Aug 25, 2010 1:51 PM

484 1, 6, 11 Aug 25, 2010 1:57 PM

485 All of the above! Aug 25, 2010 2:05 PM

486 As a moderate-conserv...  NOTHING!  I feel "guilty" for committing all the
atrocities {sic} against all the victims of America while I wine-&-dine myself in my
luxurious American Home & pollute the World. Po' Black Kids, Po' handicaps -
need their own spot, Po' gay couples - have to live in sin...  etc., etc.  -all because
of ME! They call ME names: and I will just shut my mouth & hang my head in guilt
because altho I've done nothing personally to these people...  Im told to feel
Guilty.

As a moderate-conserv...  then - I AM the cause of this Nations fall and wont do
nothing because I beleive in the VOTING System ONLY to rectify things - even
tho I see "it aint working" , and will continue to swear to "moderation" in my choice
of elected Officials also - who will ALSO continue to apologize & compromise
FOR me, my GOD-GIVEN RIGHTS...  

As a moderate-conserv...  I realize that as long a there are people like me - there
will always be LIb-Socialists because they get their fuel, their very motivation from
my weak mind & "fat cat" lazy attitude.

**  After all: As a moderate-conserv...   in America - I MAKE UP almost 2/3's of
ALL AMERICAN VOTERS!!  So - REVOLUTION?  Forget about it.  Never
happen...

As a moderate, I was once a JEW - who 'voluntarily' got on board the German
Trains convinced they were shipping me off to protect ME from racial hatred (but
really knowing otherwise) which eventually...

eliminated me - without a gun shot.

As a moderate-conserv then...   I am...   Proud?

Aug 25, 2010 2:11 PM

487 Line has already been crossed. Government has taken over in places it has no
business being. Waiting now to see if the system established by the founders still
might work and the will of the people on Nov 2010 and Nov 2012 push the
behemoth back across the line. If the system fails and we remain in the state of
subjugation we are currently in all bets are off.

Aug 25, 2010 2:19 PM

488 2, 6, 8, 10, 11

15 - government begins detaining groups of non-violent dissidents
16 - government shuts down internet

Aug 25, 2010 2:23 PM
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489 The extended loss of utilities for what ever the reason will cause #1, #2, #4, #9,
Our society is unable to operate without the basic resources of retail cash and
credit purchases on a cash register / computer. ATM.s and Banks won't operate. 

#3, #6,#11,#12, #14 are possible cause for armed resistance but I predict that two
or more will be required before there is a popular uprising. 

# 5, #7, #8, #10, #13, Seem to already be happening without any civil unrest.

Armed resistance will be futile by individual citizens. Only organized disciplined
and well led citizens have the ability to stand up to Law enforcement or
Government forces. Citizens have the ability to outnumber the government forces
if organized and can bring to bear large numbers of armed patriots to oppose
government and law enforcement tyrrany.

Aug 25, 2010 2:35 PM

490 I am ready now? The United States Government is operating our=t side the
Constitution and i's frameworks . it has become a criminal entity. it is one of the
most murderous government on the planet and uses numerous fabricated
reasons to murder on a World Wide basis.
Nothing the Founding Fathers advised entailed this hegemony. 
The United States should be entirely an entity that is admired not for it's ability to
make men rich but, for it's ability to keep men free. That is what our Constitution is
all about.
It is "We the Peoples" responsibilty to keep the power of government in check. If
we fail government continues to seek more power and we end with what we have
today. We have failed in our responsibilty. Now we will have to openly resist with
force of arms.
A sad day for sure.
.

Aug 25, 2010 2:43 PM

491 I don't believe that a single instance will precipitate rebellion, but rather a
combination of factors. Every individual will have a different set of conditions that
will finally convince them that it is time to act. Unfortunately, we come closer to the
breaking point for most people with each passing day.

Aug 25, 2010 2:52 PM

492 The problem with the question is that it makes it an individual issue, when rational
and ethical rebellion needs to be a (large) group activity.

Individual rebellion is almost always becomes crime and tragedy, or at best a
mere foolish gesture.

Of course, other side of the coin is that incremental infringement of rights,
especially the right to keep and bear arms, makes it difficult to know when it will
become "too late".

Aug 25, 2010 3:08 PM

493 the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
Martial law?
Losing your home?
Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
Fraudulent elections?
You realize you have nothing to lose?
Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless person(s)

Aug 25, 2010 3:23 PM

494 I am right on the edge now, Im just waiting for someone to start some shit. Aug 25, 2010 3:35 PM

495 All of the above. Aug 25, 2010 3:38 PM

496 Gun confiscation. Aug 25, 2010 3:41 PM

497 Almost any qualify for me, but immediately I would grab my rifle for 6, 8, 11, & 12.
Next, 1 & 13 would take me longer to react that way to.  Then, 2, 3, 4, 5,   Finally
7, 10 & 14.  I am not sure when number 9 would come into play for me.  That one
is kind of scarry, I mean, everyone has their own breaking point, and I think it
takes a long time to get to mine, but if it ever comes into play, look out.

Aug 25, 2010 3:44 PM
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498 It could very well be an 'October Surprise' that triggers my relying on my Second
Amendment Right...this regime that is now in place is daily drawing closer to the
point when all good men will have to stand as brothers against a government now
out for itself and it's own preservation of it's own power base...I know that the
Second Amendment is not for our protection from home invasion but to stand
against a dictatorial regime that threatens to take away our unalienable rights!
'Don't Tread On Me' will/could soon become our battle cry again!!!

Aug 25, 2010 3:46 PM

499 all the above 
non violent  first  if that dosen't work  attempt to change by any means
necessaryand let god sort them out

Aug 25, 2010 3:54 PM

500 I will protect my loved ones with my last penny and my last breath, no matter what
the federal government, state government, local government says or does! If they
hurt my loved ones, that will be the straw that breaks the camels back and i will
defend them with force if  the gov. gives me no alternative. We are @ a pivotal
time in history right now and Obama must be impeached by Congress or this
great country is going to end up just like every other that has tried his experiment.
Thanks for your hard work!

Aug 25, 2010 4:02 PM

501 Each of these selections establishes a point that is to late. They are equivalent to
letting the bully on the block throw the first punch. I believe that our current status
necessitate per-emptive measures.

Aug 25, 2010 4:48 PM

502 2, maybe 3, 10, 14 or any combination of those could be the start of the big
event...
Everything listed is already under attack one way or another.

Aug 25, 2010 4:52 PM

503 All the lines above, but I can't do it alone. Aug 25, 2010 4:54 PM

504 # 9. Aug 25, 2010 4:59 PM

505 14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.

8) - Fraudulent elections?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?

all of above

1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
2) - How about Martial law?

mild exceptions with 1 and 2, but very limited exceptions

Aug 25, 2010 5:02 PM
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506 The acts I will not tolerate by "The Government," the " Political Class"  or the
"Enforcer Class" are as follows:

#2:  Martial Law.
#5:  Losing my home to an attempted "Enforcer Class" armed eviction.
#6:  Brutality by "Government Agents" against me and my family.
#9:  Realizing I have "nothing left to lose" (autocratic totalitarian socialist rule has
been fully implemented).
#10: UN small arms treaty becomes law in America.
#12:  "The Government" determines my home will be shared with a homeless
person/persons.  

In my home, the U.S. Constitution is the supreme law.  SOCIALIST TYRANNY
STOPS AT MY FRONT DOOR - ONE WAY OR ANOTHER.

#8 nearly makes my list, but not quite.  We are nearly there now.  If the current
occupant of the White House does not autocratically and unlawfully give U.S.
citizenship to the 10 to 20 million illegal aliens in the U.S. to insure the re-election
of the socialist Political Class Thugs who currently control the U.S. Congress this
November, I will be pleasantly surprised.  If he does, it is just a matter of time until
numbers 2, 5, 6, 9, 10 and 12 on my list come to pass anyway. 

#1 nearly makes my list, too but not quite - although it is not much different from
numbers 5, 10 and 12 which involve government confiscation of what is rightly my
property and assets.  Maybe it should make my list after all.

It seems to me that numbers 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 13 and 14 are examples of "The
Government" stepping across THE LINE with one foot, but not both feet.  But
then, maybe I'm too longsuffering.  Maybe all 14 scenarios should be on my list as
"The Government" currently steps across THE LINE with one foot every single
day.

At ANY time "The Government" gives orders to its "Enforcer Class" to carry out
ANY one or more of the Ten Orders We WILL NOT Obey as stated by
Oathkeepers (  http://oathkeepers.org/oath/2009/03/03/declaration-of-orders-we-
will-not-obey/  ), "The Government" has crossed THE LINE.  Free men must NOT
let such totalitarian acts stand.

- From a  veteran, a constitutional conservative, a patriot and an American.

Aug 25, 2010 5:03 PM

507 Good choices, all of them work, I have to list them in order of importance.
Obviously an overt physical attack against my family or myself (#6) would require
an immediate reaction.  Barring that, #10, a small arms treaty with the UN would
bring me into conflict with the government, my personal belief is NOTHING CAN
TAKE PRESEDENCE OVER THE CONSTITUTION AND BILL OF RIGHTS, I
would simply ignore orders to turn in my firearms.  In my situation #16 is not
applicable.  The problem with items #1, #3, #4 and #7 is what to do with firearms.
Without prior organization & planning who or where do you attack?  How do you
"defend" with firearms for these problems?  The other items would become
activated when they became confrontational.

Aug 25, 2010 5:15 PM

508 With the way the general government has shredded the constitution I am already
there. They have already crossed the line. As I believe a lot of other people feel
the same way. We are waiting for someone to step forward to lead us.

Aug 25, 2010 5:32 PM

509 Martial law would be my break point.  If they declare, then all of the rest, 1-14 will
follow.

Aug 25, 2010 5:44 PM
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510 suspension of the Constitution and Martial law;  brutality by gummint agents
against me/family; losing my home to hyperinflation property tax; fraudulent
elections and/or an EO by Obama making all illegals citizens;  UN small arms
treaty being enforced in the USA;  presence of any UN troops in the US as part of
a "progressive" takeover;  government "nationalizing" my home, food,
possessions;  gummint shutting down the internet and talk radio.

Aug 25, 2010 5:49 PM

511 Of particular concern would be imposing martial law, coupled with roadblocks, gun
confiscation,  and rounding up dissidents and shipping us to concentration camps.
That would do it.

Aug 25, 2010 6:09 PM

512 Any of the above Aug 25, 2010 6:37 PM

513 ANY ONE of these issues SHOULD be cause for the people to take action, but I
doubt if our apathetic millions would do so much  vocally protest. Whether that is
due to fear or just plain laziness, I don't know., but I fear if ALL of the above were
implemented, most people would sit there like cuckoos and just take it.
Our orefathers would have rejected ANY of the above infringements - but we have
few like that, today.

Aug 25, 2010 7:21 PM

514 1,2,6,8,10,11,12,13,14 Aug 25, 2010 7:37 PM

515 From my cold dead fingers! Aug 25, 2010 7:38 PM

516 As soon as I can set up a secure trust for constitutional christians i feel the time
has come to take a proactive stance in the matter...Although firearms do not need
the negative publicity....I am praying the judgement of Almighty God on these
Scumguv Criminals

Aug 25, 2010 7:53 PM

517 Items 11,12,& 13
Also when you are not permitted to grow your own food

Aug 25, 2010 8:34 PM

518 Gun confiscation is my line in the sand. Personally I’m so sick of gun control I feel
like I am going to vomit every time of think of it.

All of the above questions have merit but at one point or the other all questions
can be answered by question #9 “when you have nothing left to lose” 
 
Example…
The Jews in the Ghetto that finally fought back against the Nazi war machine
demonstrated both extremes of the human character that question #9 addresses. 

First was their meekness: it was their desire to be non-violent and obey the
established civil authority.

 Second was the heart of a lion: when they decided to set aside their earthly
ambitions and resist tyranny even at the cost of their own lives.

 Other such examples have occurred in history.

 April 19, 1776 was declared to be a “continental day of prayer and fasting”. A
sermon was preached across the colonies asking the men to set aside their
earthly ambitions, to become warriors for Christ and defend the innocent and the
just cause of liberty. 

When we the American people recapture the spirit of the Lion/warrior and set
aside our earthly ambitions then we have a chance to save this nation

Aug 25, 2010 9:50 PM

519 Any one of these three would do it:

6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)

Aug 25, 2010 10:48 PM

520 Martial law. Aug 25, 2010 10:51 PM

521 ANY & ALL THE ABOVE Aug 25, 2010 11:06 PM
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522 6,8 10 9 13 Aug 25, 2010 11:16 PM

523 Freezing 401K money Aug 25, 2010 11:18 PM

524 Let's become more aggressive for our God given rights as long as we have
abided by His laws without deviating for our own pleasure. It is about time that we
own up for our own actions and move forward or in the case of the U.S.A. we
might have to move reverse so that we can gather some of God's wisdom again
because we have let most of it dissapate over the decades. God Bless Americans
and actually any other person that God has created through the woman.

Aug 25, 2010 11:27 PM

525 #9
And it is getting closer every day, isn't it.  Many of the others have already been
committed.

Aug 25, 2010 11:48 PM

526 My line in the sand would be losing my home because of government action or
realizing that I have nothing to lose. Several of the items on your list such as tax
increases,  fraudulent elections and intrusive public school practices have already
happened.
We must stay vigilant and keep fighting wherever and however we can. Each
small action by individuals matters. Many small actions add up to big actions.
Keep it up.

Aug 26, 2010 12:32 AM

527 One does not jump out at me as being more important than the other. They are all
so important.

We must stay vigilant, so these do not happen.

However, if you pressed me for the top two, I must say it would be; #2 and #9.

I have put off joining your organization, but plan to write the check tomorrow.

Thanks for all you do.

Aug 26, 2010 12:42 AM

528 6 WOULD HEAD  THE LIST, FOLLOWED CLOSELY BY 9 Aug 26, 2010 12:49 AM

529 the line has already been crossed when enough people wake up i will be the first
in line to defend our already eroding freedoms and liberty .
the patriot act,the health care reform need i say more when the states finally stand
up to the feds. i will be the first in line to defend our God given rights to freedom
and liberty from this tyrannical overpowered government
everyone needs to look into the restore America plan or  what ever  it turns ,to
change this great country of OURS back to a constitutional for of government
(before they let the UN run us)
we need this now time is running out very soon we will wake up and realize we
are living in a socialist USA
this current administration is doing everything it can to undo everything the
founding fathers stood for
i have said all i can at this time

Aug 26, 2010 1:45 AM

530 any of these Aug 26, 2010 1:46 AM

531 Brutality by government agents against you and your family Aug 26, 2010 2:12 AM

532 Scenario number 10 along with any other legislation designed to shred the
Second Amendment will be my line in the sand. When the " A Civilian Force, as
well equipped and funded as the regular military" comes to heard us into a
permanent socialist state, that will be another line crossed.

Aug 26, 2010 2:30 AM

533 most likely number 2 and number 6 which will of course be followed by number
9....

Gods speed to us all....

Aug 26, 2010 2:30 AM

534 When you loose the  second  admendment ,you loose the right to protect your
family,property and your life,It is time to pick up arms.people can be changed with
a vote. the consitiution must be defended at all costs.

Aug 26, 2010 2:36 AM
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535 I've thought about it many times and am still not sure. But for now, I'm thinking
that a general uprising would have to be in progress concerning #1, 3, 8, 10, 11,
12, & 14 could be some triggers.  #9 could be invoked when the jack-booted thugs
in various SWAT and military garb come busting through the door.  If #2 or 10
come about, it's probably too late for reasoning.  Just move on legislative and
executive facilities and boot 'em out.

Aug 26, 2010 3:07 AM

536 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,and 14 are all the line in the sand for me. Aug 26, 2010 3:38 AM

537 9, 6, 2 Aug 26, 2010 3:59 AM

538 All of them qualify as my personal "line in the sand". IF 1, 4, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, or
14 happen then 2 will follow very shortly there after. This is supposed to the
United States of America, a CONSTITUTIONAL Republic, where the Constitution
is the final and only law of the land. Unfortunately we are moving farther and
farther from that system every day.

Aug 26, 2010 4:24 AM

539 I am an active duty Warrant Officer in the United States Army.  My line in the sand
right now, it is subject to change, is the day that I am told to do something illegal
against the people of my country by my leadership.  I keep a very close watch on
our military, and have read some disturbing things, but have yet to be able to
verify any of them.  I will keep a close watch, and continue my vigilance for the
good of a free and great America.

Aug 26, 2010 6:35 AM

540 My line in the sand is if the government takes away everything I have (both
human and physical assets) because of what I believe, if I lose my home, if my
car and possessions are seized, if I am monitored both in my home and outside of
it, if my family is taken away, if I am put into jail, if all of this comes true, I will fight,
but this depends on how many are with me...

Aug 26, 2010 8:24 AM

541 To rebel against our Government?? It would have to be a number of things, not
just one or two. Americans are used to giving up their Liberties, just a little at a
time. For me it would take a couple of things, UN small arms treaty, Supreme
Court ruling against or modifying the second amendment or any action that was
against the Constitution, such as what the Government did in Katrina. I would not
have given my weapons over to any Governmental thug.  So from your list they
would be the following; 2,6,10. As for the others on your list here is how I address
each in order.

1. I don't keep my treasure in a bank.
3. I do not depend on Social Security or even count on it being there for me.
4. I do not depend on the Government for food and have provisions for extended
shortages.
5. If I lose my home I could not afford it, it would be my fault, no excuses.
7. Taxes are always going to get increased, name one that has been decreased
or repealed.
8. We already have fraudulent elections, ACORN comes to mind and illegal aliens
voting.
9. I never give up, there is always something to lose, we are Americans!
11. Religion has been under attack my whole life and get worse each year.
12. In a way this is already done, my taxes are already spent funding homes for
homeless. Look at many Section 8 housing.
13. I play their rules and am ready for this crap, it would not be my first audit.
14. The Government teachers already do this.

Aug 26, 2010 10:05 AM

542 1, 2, 6, 8 Aug 26, 2010 11:02 AM

543 My line in the sand is drawn at 2. , 6. , and 10.         An old Texan Aug 26, 2010 11:18 AM
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544 When they tell me I cannot move to another country.  Until then, I really have
nothing to lose if the United States goes down the tubes.  I have family in another
country and an exit plan should it become necessary.  However, if the U.S. seals
it borders so no one may leave, then I think things will get interesting.

As for the options:

1) By that time, the money will most likely be worthless anyhow due to the
unrestrained printing of money out of thin air.
2) You lay low and wait.
3) It will happen regardless.  All the money in the trust fund has been spent.
4) Go on a diet.
5) They have to put you somewhere.
6) Is this new?
7) Anybody live in New York State?  Already had plenty of them and nothing has
changed.
8) When was the last "honest" election?
9) That is what suicide is for.
10) Sorry officer, no firearms here.  Check next door.
11) Christianity already is under attack.  Anything changed?
12) Can you say indentured servant.
13) I am not politically active.
14) I have no children.  Besides, you can tell kids all kinds of things and they will
believe and report it.

Aug 26, 2010 12:27 PM

545 6,10,&11.  Also in defense of friends, neighbors and countrymen victimized under
6,10&11.  There are other options available to get around the other items before
option 9 is put into play.

Aug 26, 2010 1:03 PM

546 2, 6, 10, 12, 13, 14, and if or when the pigs come for my guns. Aug 26, 2010 1:29 PM

547 I am all for the 2ND Amendment......but a survey by essay? Pretty stupid guys!!! Aug 26, 2010 1:45 PM

548 2,6,9,10,12,13, I have already reached the line in the sand but these things will
put me over it. I already have to work 6 or 7 days a week to keep my job and that
doesn't leave much time for demonstrations or rallys, I do not see that donating
money to hire lawyers to use the courts solves the problems. But if you decide on
action lets do it.

Aug 26, 2010 1:46 PM

549 8,10,11,12,14 Aug 26, 2010 1:54 PM

550 We live rurally on a ranch and try to be "self-sufficent", however my military
pension keeps us going. If the collpase of Social Security and govenment
pensions stopped,  crime would skyrocket as people just try to clothe, feed and
shelter themselves. At that point, certain close people move into the ranch and we
close the gate. Guards would be psoted and travel off the ranch would be only
with armed escort. Should there be a poplular revolt against a failed government,
we would join it to re-establish a just government.

Aug 26, 2010 1:57 PM

551 Martial law
Government agancies attacking me and my family.
Fraudulant elections
UN small arms treaty.

Aug 26, 2010 2:00 PM

552 2 - 6 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 - 12 Aug 26, 2010 2:12 PM

553 2, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14 Aug 26, 2010 2:16 PM

554 Number nine (09) says it all Aug 26, 2010 2:32 PM

555 Loss of first or second amendments -  such as the internet being turned off or the
UN arms treaty becoming law in the US.  Unfortunately Interpol is already
watching our every move.

Aug 26, 2010 2:53 PM

556 1, 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 14 Aug 26, 2010 3:53 PM

557 9) - You realize you have nothing to lose? Aug 26, 2010 4:55 PM

558 2) - How about Martial law? Aug 26, 2010 5:03 PM
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559 Ranked 
10  1) - Will it be, the closing of the banks and freezing your money?
1    2) - How about Martial law?
3    3) - Cutting Social Security and Medicare payments by 25-50%?
8    4) - Food shortages?
14   5) - Losing your home?
2    6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
13   7) - Another tax increase?
10   8) - Fraudulent elections?
4     9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?
 5    10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
9    11) - Your religion is attacked by government.
11   12) - Government determines your home is to be shared with a homeless
person(s)
6     13) - The IRS audits you due to political activism.
12    14) - Public schools instruct your children to report on your private life.

Aug 26, 2010 5:29 PM

560 10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
9) - You realize you have nothing to lose?

Aug 26, 2010 6:23 PM

561 2,6,10,12,13 Aug 26, 2010 7:09 PM

562 The Second Amendment will be an option for me when the government attempts
to arrest me for not obtaining or reporting healthcare, voicing my opinion as
guaranteed by the First Amendment, or attempting to take away those items that
the First and Second Amendments guarantee, such as guns and religious
expression.  Of course, there are other cases where the Second Amendment will
be necessarily used as outlined on your list.  However, those items may not be
expressed as listed.  For example:  If the government freezes my money, or takes
away my 401 accounts, then the government no longer has any right to take from
me any taxes until I recover all my funds.  If they attempt to sieze my property or
arrest me/take me to court, things may not work out sell for them, or me, but I am
willing to travel to that conclusion.

Aug 26, 2010 7:25 PM

563 My wife and I have already lost our business and home due to the pressure
brought on by the people of the environmental persuasion.  We lived in Montana
where the logging industry (our towns main source of jobs and income) was
virtually reduced to token logging.  We owned and operated a assistted living
home and people could no longer afford to keep "grandma/grandpa" in a home
such as our independent facility.  We made the mistake of borrowing against the
equity of our homestead and in the following months we lost the business and
then our home.  We are homeless but due to family and friends and our church in
TN were we moved looking for work, we have rented (very reasonable) and have
hope of recovering.  Regardless, we support the Second Amendment to the
fullest. Our weapon presently is prayer to our Lord Jesus Christ.  We are
Christians who love Israel and will endeavor to give our support to God's chosen
people.  It is sad the so many Jews living in America fail to see the truth in God's
word and are on the liberal socialist side. We're praying for them too.! God Bless
JPFO!  Max

Aug 26, 2010 8:00 PM

564 #6 all the way.  I can tolerate a lot but I cannot tolerate anyone harming those I
care about.  The others maybe.

Martial law will cause me to operate from the shadows as a monkey wrencher.
I've prepared for food shortages.

Aug 26, 2010 9:08 PM
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565 1 & 2 definitely tip the balance toward taking up arms - but leave open the
question of taking up arms against whom?  3 means nothing.  4 & 5 are pretty bad
- but the question of who to shoot becomes a very thorny one.  6 requires no
thought - armed response is demanded, and who to target is obvious.  7 & 8
mean nothing - both are already commonplace.  9 would be the reason of anyone
who is desperate, and not necessarily a cause for a moral being to start shooting.
10 puts the balance right over to the limit.  I would be cocked and locked every
moment of every day if that happens.  11 is meaningless to me as an individual.
12 requires no thought, but careful selection of targets.  The homeless person will
not be living in my home, but does not necessarily deserve to be shot.  13 & 14
have no meaning to me as an individual.  **Any confiscation of property is a
situation that requires no thought - only action.  **Any forced relocation or
detention without due process is a situation that requires no thought - only action.

Aug 26, 2010 10:16 PM

566 10 Aug 26, 2010 10:59 PM

567 My belief is that our so called goverment is seperate entity from this country, they
vote themselves raises, have better health care that we the tax paying citezens
pay for as well as a retirement that only a few in this country can come close to.
they promise all that the hopeful want to hear just to get their foot in the door to
ride the greed rail with the rest of big goverment. Why else would they take your
money and bail out the to big to fail Banks that has brought financial ruin to so
many tax paying citizens of this country instead of giving it back to the tax payers
to keep their head above poverty and hang onto what they have struggled all their
working life to have, then alow the same banks to up all the interest rates on the
credit cards, bank fees, home insurances, so on and so on. Yes its the same
banks that own all those services. Any dought they will drag us to financial ruin
again with big goverment trying to cover their ellegal ethics again? I would join in
a all out campain to wipe out the seperate enity and form the union that our
forefathers constructed a constitutiion to uphold. Ignorance on the part of the
people of this country to educate themselves to the true political crap that this
goverment uses to hide their ellegal ethics of Governance has allowed the federal
goverment to pull the wool over the eyes of every American and as long as they
are making it close their eyes to all that this goverment has done to squeeze the
life out of every one in this country in the name of patriotism. Who said "ask not
what your country can do for you" but what can you do for your country! Well we
have been doing for this country so long that we do not know how to collect the
IOU's do to us. You ask where I draw my line in the sand, "When They Pry My
Cold Dead Fingers From Around My Gun!!!

Aug 26, 2010 11:05 PM

568 Definite lines in the sand:
4, 5, 6, 9, 10, & 12

Possible lines in the sand:
1, 2, 11, 14 (14 would be moved to the definite line if I had children in school)

Basically, I would resort to arms for any invasion of my home.  If they come to my
house to search it for gold/silver, guns/ammo, or anything else that they are
attempting to confiscate, I would use armed resistance unless the odds were
overwhelming.  In that case, I will probably give them a few "token" guns and live
to fight another day. I understand that it would likely be a death sentence to fire
upon government thugs, but if enough of us take at least one or two with us when
they come for us, well, I do believe there are many times more of "us" than there
are of "them."  They will surely run out of bodies long before we do.  When they
start going "house to house," it is definitely time for armed resistance.

Aug 27, 2010 12:26 AM

569 10,6,1 Aug 27, 2010 12:46 AM

570 In today's environment any statement could probably used as proof of treason by
our elected (and non-elected) tyrants.

Aug 27, 2010 12:48 AM

571 When they come for my guns. Aug 27, 2010 1:01 AM

572 no.s 2,5,6,8,9,10,11,and 12 Aug 27, 2010 1:16 AM
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573 No Knock Warrant,
  Go Postal

Aug 27, 2010 2:36 AM

574 When all peaceful means of protesting or changing government policy is removed
and it is the only way left to enact change.

Aug 27, 2010 3:22 AM

575 Shoot when they go house to house to collect firearms.  Watch that post and
squeeze!

Aug 27, 2010 4:47 AM

576 #2, 3, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 Aug 27, 2010 5:21 AM

577 Your religion is attacked by government. Aug 27, 2010 12:25 PM

578 Should a national emergency be declared and the guard should be called out to
“maintain law and order”. I would not become a victim of their unauthorized use of
force to surrender my firearms or to evacuate my property if I felt I was not in
emanate danger.  I would resist.

Aug 27, 2010 12:33 PM

579 Re:  What is your line in the sand?

I don't really undestand what this will accomplish. (draw a line in the sand)  I feel
what this President has done already meets the test, line in the sand.  What
needs to be decided is what action can we take to stop this.  The elections are not
far away.  Americans need to VOTE for those candidates who will put a stop to
this takeover by the Federal Government

Aug 27, 2010 6:24 PM

580 When the try to forcefully take my guns, like after Karina.  I'm not a violent man,
but as a Soldier, especially and Officer I was sacred, disappointed, and enraged
when I saw footage of Amerian Soldiers committing treason along side Marshals
and local police by "confiscating" legal guns from legal citizens.  This is a time
when use of force is required; and as those committing treason posses a ready
ability to act lethally, I realize that any action would likely result in death, mine or
theirs.  But the act of war they are declaring is unacceptable, and it is better dying
while protecting my freedom then living in slavery.

Aug 27, 2010 7:56 PM

581 I don't think having guns is going to solve anything. Aug 27, 2010 7:57 PM

582 Reducing or eliminating ammunition by back door EPA medling with lead core
projectiles

Aug 27, 2010 9:34 PM

583 Possibly #2;  but especially #6 & #12 Aug 28, 2010 12:34 AM

584 number 10, UN small arms treaty.  
The second one, would be any form of martial law, declared, or even mentioned
seriously.

Aug 28, 2010 1:49 AM

585 We have thought a lot about this. We would take up arms to defend our lives from
the brutality of tyrants and also to protect our property in the event they come to
take it. Our property is our livelihood--especially should the economy fail. If we
were to lose that, our lives would be in jeopardy. We have a Constitutional sheriff
where we live, and we have already pledged our support in the event he needs to
raise a posse to protect our neighbors.

Aug 28, 2010 4:54 AM

586 6 Aug 28, 2010 2:57 PM

587 This anti-G-d, anti-American, anti-Constitutional, anti-anything good, pro evil, pro
terrorist, pro lying goverment HAS passed the line and we are helpless.  

I am sick at heart that our "republicratic" and "conservative" so called elected oh
ha stand by and allow thils to happen.

I am sick to death of being told "I/We" allowed it.  WE HAVE NOT... no matter
what is good, what is true, what is faithful, the sorry bunch in washington dc
ignore it.  they ignore everything because they can and they have become
royality, and little gods... allowing life and death.

I am not a negative, racist person.  I am a loving, giving happy person.  I am not
an extremist, they are, PERIOD.  they are like trying to rid an infected building of
cock roaches.

Aug 28, 2010 10:14 PM
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588 I BELIEVE THAT IF YOU TAKE AWAY OUR GUNS THE ONLY GUNS WILL BE
WITH THE CRIMINALS.

Aug 29, 2010 7:04 PM

589 Just about all of the above have been enacted.  LOL

I am waiting for the American people to wake up. Otherwise I will just be a
forgotten mryter.<SP>

Aug 29, 2010 7:27 PM

590 all of the above,especially when you realize you have nothing to lose Aug 29, 2010 11:36 PM

591 2,6,10,11,12, Aug 30, 2010 1:18 AM

592 when my hand is forced Aug 30, 2010 2:46 AM

593 Any of the above. Aug 30, 2010 1:32 PM

594 Any one or combination of # 5, 6, 10, 12. Aug 30, 2010 2:01 PM

595 The line has already been crossed.   Who Is our leader?  Where do we
assemble?  When do we start?

Aug 30, 2010 4:54 PM

596 Gov't ignoring the constitution and my individual rights. This could be a range of
specific things such as brutality by government. Seizure of my property,
attempting to take away my 2nd amendment rights, attempting to take away 1st
amendment rights etc.

Aug 30, 2010 5:33 PM

597 All except #7 Aug 30, 2010 11:37 PM

598 Any of these above! Aug 31, 2010 12:23 AM

599 6) - Brutality by government agents against you and your family?
10) - U N small arms treaty becomes law in America
11) - Your religion is attacked by government.

Aug 31, 2010 11:30 AM

600 10 Aug 31, 2010 5:51 PM

601 All of the above. Aug 31, 2010 7:07 PM

602 1,2,4,6,8,9,11,12, would provoke me enough to seriously think about using my
2nd amendmant rights to rebel !!

Sep 1, 2010 12:37 AM

603 Many of the above mentioned reasons could call for the use of the Second
Amendment against a tyrannical government. But I believe an attempt to repeal
the Second Amendment would be the most crucial reason to use it.

Sep 1, 2010 7:08 AM

604 Many of these 14 items would force me to resort to the use of force.
1. I no longer trust banks
2. Certainly
3. I expect this
4. We should all expect this soon.
5. If I "lose" it, it's my fault. If someone attempts to "take" it, Hell Yes!
6. Certainly
7. Expected - our "government" is in need of more Redistribution Funds.
8. Aren't they already fraudulent?
9. Nearly there
10. Absolutely - such a treaty would violate the constitution and would not be
valid.
11. Religion is control, Faith cannot be reached
12. Certainly
13. Expected
14. Already happening...

Sep 1, 2010 9:00 AM


